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Annex 5
Frameworks related to lay health workers

WHO Recommendations for Optimizing Health Worker Roles to Improve Access to Key Maternal and Newborn Health Interventions through Task Shifting

1.1 – 1.13. RECOMMENDATIONS:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS promote uptake of health-related behaviours and healthcare services for
reproductive and sexual health including maternal, HIV, family planning and neonatal care?

Recommendation

Problem: Low uptake of behaviours and services for maternal and neonatal
health
Option: LHWs promoting uptake of behaviours and services for maternal and
neonatal health
Comparison: No promotion
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs

We recommend against the option

We suggest considering the option

We recommend the option







We recommend the use of LHWs to promote uptake of maternal and newborn related healthcare behaviour and services.
Justification

The use of LHWs to promote behaviours and services for maternal and child health is probably an effective, acceptable and feasible intervention and may also reduce inequalities
by extending care to underserved populations.

Implementation
considerations

The following should be considered when using LHWs to promote women’s uptake of the behaviours and services listed above:
-

-

-

-

-

Research priorities

As for any other service, promotional activities need to be perceived by both LHWs and recipients as relevant and meaningful. LHWs may be more motivated if their tasks include curative tasks
in addition to promotional tasks. Promotional services should be designed in such a way that they are not perceived as offensive to recipients. LHWs and recipients should be involved in the
planning and implementation of the intervention. Local beliefs and practical circumstances related to the health conditions in question should be addressed within the programme design
LHWs from the same community may be particularly acceptable to recipients. However, certain topics, including sexual and reproductive health, may be sensitive and for these topics it is
possible that confidentiality may be a concern, particularly where providers are from the same local communities as recipients. Selection and training needs to take this into consideration. In
addition, planners should consider whether LHWs promoting or delivering reproductive health services to women should also be women. It may also be an advantage to ensure that relevant
training of female LHWs is carried out by females
LHWs, trainers and supervisors need initial and ongoing training, not only in information content but also in counselling and communication skills. Tools and techniques that may be helpful when
communicating with community members may include the use of visual tools, the use of a variety of venues and opportunities to deliver promotional information, and mass media campaigns that
repeat the LHWs' promotional messages. Programmes should also consider how to involve husbands and other family members in promotional activities
Implementation needs to be in the context of a comprehensive remuneration scheme, in which salaries or incentives reflect any changes in scope of practice. Giving incentives for certain tasks
but not for others may negatively affect the work that is carried out
Responsibility for supervision needs to be clear and supervision needs to be regular and supportive
Referral systems need to function well, i.e. financial, logistical (e.g. transport) and relational barriers need to be addressed. Specifically, local health systems need to be strengthened to improve
quality of care at the first referral facility

Research into cost and cost-effectiveness is needed, including long-term impact and the cost-effectiveness of LHWs compared to other options.
There is a lack of evidence regarding the effectiveness of LHWs in promoting reproductive health and family planning and HIV testing among pregnant women in LMIC settings. Several trials on
LHWs promoting the uptake of HIV testing are underway.
There is insufficient evidence regarding the effectiveness of the promotion of adequate nutrition and the uptake of iron and folate supplements during pregnancy

Further trials of LHWs promoting breastfeeding are no longer a high priority as a large number of trials have already been conducted
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1.1 – 1.13. EVIDENCE BASE:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS promote uptake of health-related behaviours and healthcare services for
reproductive and sexual health including maternal, HIV, family planning and neonatal care?
This includes the following behaviours and services:
 Promotion of appropriate care-seeking behaviour and appropriate
antenatal care during pregnancy
 Promotion of companionship during labour
 Promotion of sleeping under insecticide-treated nets during
pregnancy
 Promotion of birth preparedness
 Promotion of skilled care for childbirth
 Promotion of adequate nutrition and iron and folate supplements
during pregnancy
CRITERIA

Are the
anticipated
desirable
effects large?

JUDGEMENT









Promotion of reproductive health and family planning
Promotion of HIV testing during pregnancy
Promotion of exclusive breastfeeding
Promotion of postpartum care
Promotion of immunisation according to national guidelines
Promotion of kangaroo mother care for low birth weight infants
Promotion of basic newborn care and care of low birth weight infants

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
No

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













A systematic review (Lewin 2012) of the effects of LHW programmes identified a number of trials where the
effect of LHW-based promotion activities was generally compared to usual care. The review shows mixed
results, including benefits for a number of outcomes and little or no impact for others. The results for the
promotional interventions for which studies were identified are summarised below:

B E NE F IT S & HA RM S O F T HE O P T IO NS


Are the
anticipated
undesirable
effects small?

No

Probably
no





Uncertain Probably
yes





Yes

Varies










What is the
certainty of
the anticipated
effects?

Very
low

Low





Moderate High



No direct
evidence

Varies












Are the
desirable
effects large
relative to the
undesirable
effects?

Problem: Low uptake of behaviours and services for maternal and
neonatal health
Option: LHWs promoting uptake of behaviours and services for
maternal and neonatal health
Comparison: No promotion
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Promotion of adequate nutrition during pregnancy by LHWs shows mixed results, including both
benefits and little or no impact (low to moderate certainty)
Promotion of fanily planningby LHWs shows mixed results, including both benefits and little or no
impact (low certainty)
Promotion of breastfeeding by LHWs probably increases the number of mothers who breastfeed
exclusively for up to six months (moderate quality evidence)
Promotion of immunisation by LHWs probably increases immunisation uptake in children
(moderate quality evidence)
LHW-led women’s groups probably make little or no difference to the number of women who
received maternal tetanus-toxoid injections (moderate quality evidence)
Promotion of skin-to-skin or kangaroo mother care by LHWs probably leads to an increase in the
use of skin-to-skin care within 24 hours after birth (moderate certainty evidence)
LHW-delivered packages of maternal and newborn care, which include promotional activities,
probably lead to fewer neonatal deaths; may lead to fewer children who suffer from fever,
diarrhoea and pneumonia; and may increase the number of parents who seek help for their sick
child; but may make little or no difference to maternal deaths (low to moderate certainty
evidence).

Annex: Pages 8-14 and 48 (Lewin 2012 – Tables 1, 2, 4, 5)

COMMENTS AND QUERIES
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CRITERIA

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

COMMENTS AND QUERIES

RE S O URCE US E

Main resource requirements

Are the
resources
required
small?

Is the
incremental
cost small
relative to the
benefits?

No


No


Probably
no


Probably
no


Uncertain


Uncertain


Probably
yes


Probably
yes


Yes

Varies





Yes

Varies





Training

2-4 weeks of practice-based training in health promotion /
communication and in topic area

Supervision and
monitoring

Regular supervision by an experienced health promoter

Supplies

Promotional and demonstrational materials

Travel

To recipients’ homes and to local health facilities.

Referral

To a health facility if any health problems are detected

The costs of promotional interventions by LHWs are likely to be small in relation to the benefits

A CCE P T A B ILIT Y

A systematic review of LHW programmes (Glenton, Colvin 2012) suggests that recipients are generally very
positive to LHW programmes, including programmes offering promotion and support (moderate certainty
evidence). Recipients expressed confidence in the knowledge and skills of the LHWs and saw them as a
useful source of information. They also appreciated the nature of the LHW-recipient relationship,
emphasising the similarities they saw between themselves and the LHWs and the importance of trust,
respect, kindness and empathy (moderate certainty evidence).

Is the option
acceptable
to most
stakeholders?

No


Probably
no


Uncertain


Probably
yes


Yes


Varies


However, some recipients regarded promotional activities as not relevant to their needs (moderate certainty
evidence). LHWs who primarily offered promotional and counselling services sometimes expressed a need
to offer "real healthcare" such as curative care in order to better respond to the expressed needs of the
community (moderate certainty evidence). Other recipients were concerned that home visits from LHWs
might lead the LHWs to observe and report or share sensitive information or might lead neighbours to think
recipients were HIV-positive (low certainty evidence). Sexual and reproductive health may be a particularly
sensitive topic and it is possible that confidentiality may be a concern among recipients, particularly where
LHWs are based in the same local communities.
When promoting the uptake of health services, obstacles to uptake and to referral included logistical factors,
particularly lack of transport, but also lack of money to pay for transport; and a lack of health professionals
(low to moderate certainty evidence). Some LHWs and their recipients also pointed to recipients’
reluctance to be referred on due to bad experiences with health professionals, fear of caesarean sections,
and concerns over cost (moderate certainty evidence). Some trained TBAs were also reluctant to refer
women on because of the lack of cooperation they experienced from health professionals.
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Annex: page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012)

F E A S IB ILIT Y

CRITERIA

Is the option
feasible to
implement?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













The intervention requires few supplies, although some additional resources would be needed. The
intervention is unlikely to require changes to norms and regulations. Some training and supervision is
needed. However, a systematic review (Glenton, Colvin 2012) suggests that ongoing support, training and
supervision were often insufficient in LHW programmes (moderate certainty evidence). The review suggests
that the involvement of family members, including husbands, in promotional and other activities may be
important (moderate certainty evidence). However, counselling and communication, either to mothers, their
husbands and other family members about breastfeeding, family planning and other issues was perceived
by LHWs as a complex task for which they sometimes felt unprepared and for which they requested specific
training (moderate certainty evidence). In addition, trainers were not necessarily competent to train them in
these skills (low certainty evidence).
Annex: page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012)

QUERIES TO PANEL
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2.1 and 2.2. RECOMMENDATION:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS administer oxytocin to (a) prevent and (b) treat postpartum haemorrhage
using a standard syringe?

Balance of consequences

Recommendation

Problem: Poor access to prevention and treatment of postpartum
haemorrhage
Option: LHWs administering oxytocin using a standard syringe
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor access to
health professionals

Undesirable consequences
clearly outweigh
desirable consequences
in most settings

Undesirable consequences probably
outweigh
desirable consequences
in most settings

The balance between
desirable and undesirable
consequences
is uncertain

Desirable consequences
probably outweigh
undesirable consequences
in most settings

Desirable consequences
clearly outweigh
undesirable consequences
in most settings











We recommend against the option

We suggest considering the option
only in the context of rigorous research

We recommend the option







We suggest considering this option only in the context of rigorous research.
 For prevention of postpartum haemorrhage, we suggest evaluating this intervention where a well-functioning LHW programme already exists and where LHWs are already
familiar with injection techniques and materials
 For treatment of postpartum haemorrhage, we suggest evaluating this intervention where a well-functioning LHW programme already exists, where LHWs are already familiar
with injection techniques and materials, and where referral to more specialised care is available or can be put in place.
Justification

There is insufficient evidence on the effectiveness and acceptability of using LHWs to administer oxytocin to prevent and to treat postpartum haemorrhage using a standard syringe.
Possible undesirable effects include use that is not timely for prevention of haemorrhage; failure to diagnose a second foetus prior to administration; and inappropriate use for other
purposes. However, the panel feels that the benefits probably outweigh the harms; that minimal clinical decision making is required; and that the intervention is probably acceptable
and feasible. This intervention may also reduce inequalities by extending care to underserved populations.

Implementation
considerations

Not applicable

Monitoring and evaluation
Research priorities

Studies assessing the effects and the acceptability of using lay health workers to administer oxytocin are needed.
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2.1 and 2.2. EVIDENCE BASE:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS administer oxytocin to (a) prevent and (b) treat postpartum haemorrhage
using a standard syringe?

CRITERIA

B E NE F IT S & HA RM S O F T HE O P T IO NS

Are the
anticipated
desirable
effects large?
Are the
anticipated
undesirable
effects small?
What is the
certainty of
the anticipated
effects?
Are the
desirable
effects large
relative to the
undesirable
effects?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
Yes

Yes

Varies













No

Probably
no





Very
low

Low





Problem: Poor access to prevention and treatment of postpartum
haemorrhage
Option: LHWs administering oxytocin using a standard syringe
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor access to
health professionals

Uncertain Probably
yes





Moderate High



Yes

Varies





No direct
evidence

Varies







COMMENTS AND QUERIES

A systematic review (Lewin 2012) searched for studies that assessed the effects of lay health worker
programmes for maternal and child health. However, this review did not identify any studies that assessed
the effects of lay health workers to administer oxytocin. We are therefore unable to draw any conclusions
about the desirable or undesirable effects of this intervention.
Indirect evidence:
The same review (Lewin 2012) identified a number of trials from LMIC settings where packages of care were
delivered by LHWs. In one of these trials, the packages included LHWs injecting procaine penicillin and
gentamicin to treat sick neonates, apparently using a standard syringe. The trial did not report any adverse
effects of LHWs using injectable antibiotics. Overall, the trials suggest that these packages of care may lead
to a reduction in neonatal (moderate certainty evidence) and child mortality (low certainty evidence).
Annex: page 10 (Lewin 2012 – Table 2)

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













RE S O URCE US E

Main resource requirements

Are the
resources
required
small?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Resource

Settings in which LHW programmes already exist

Training

1-2 weeks of practice-based training in injection techniques, safe delivery
and in diagnosing and managing postpartum haemorrhage.

Supervision and monitoring

Regular supervision by midwife or nurse

Supplies

Oxytocin, syringes, sterile solution, robust supply chain

Referral

Transportation to a centre where comprehensive emergency obstetric
care (CeMOC) is available
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RE S O URCE
US E

CRITERIA

Is the
incremental
cost small
relative to the
benefits?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Uncertain due to lack of evidence on effectiveness of the intervention

A systematic review (Glenton, Colvin et al 2012) found no studies that evaluated the acceptability of oxytocin
or any other medicine delivered by LHWs using a standard syringe. We are therefore uncertain about the
acceptability of this intervention to key stakeholders.

A CCE P T A B ILIT Y

The same review found that activities that demand that the LHW is present at specific times, for instance
during labour and birth, lead to irregular and unpredictable working conditions. This may have direct
implications for LHWs’ expectations regarding incentives (low certainty evidence). LHWs may also be
concerned about personal safety when working in the community and some LHWs were reluctant to visit
clients at night because of safety issues (moderate certainty evidence).
Is the option
acceptable
to most
stakeholders?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













LHW involvement in deliveries requires an effective referral system. However, a number of challenges with
referral of women in labour were seen, including logistics and poor treatment of trained TBAs and women at
facilities (moderate certainty evidence).
Indirect evidence:
Another systematic review (Glenton, Khanna 2012) explored the acceptability of the use of compact prefilled
autodisable devices (CPAD) by LHWs. This review suggests that recipients, LHWs and other health workers
find the delivery of drugs and vaccines by LHWs through this device to be acceptable. The importance of
training and supervision was emphasised (low certainty evidence). Some LHWs voiced concerns about
possible social or legal consequences if something went wrong. These concerns were at least partly
addressed through support and supervision (low certainty evidence).

F E A S IB ILIT Y

Annex: page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012) and page 33 (Glenton, Khanna 2012)

Is the option
feasible to
implement?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Significant additional work may be needed to add this intervention to an existing LHW programme. It is likely
to require changes in regulations; and significant changes to drug supplies and training. Also, where oxytocin
is being used to treat PPH, implementation would require access to a referral system with trained and
equipped healthcare professionals and facilities. Implementation may additionally require consideration of
factors affecting referral by LHWs (see under ‘Acceptability’).
Significant training and supervision provided by skilled health cadres would likely be needed. However, a
systematic review (Glenton, Colvin 2012) suggests that ongoing support, training and supervision were often
insufficient in LHW programmes (moderate certainty evidence).
Annex: page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012)

COMMENTS AND QUERIES
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2.3 and 2.4. RECOMMENDATION:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS administer oxytocin to (a) prevent and (b) treat postpartum haemorrhage
using a compact, prefilled, autodisable device (CPAD) such as Uniject?

Recommendation

Problem: Poor access to prevention and treatment of postpartum
haemorrhage
Option: LHWs administering oxytocin using a CPAD
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor access to
health professionals

We recommend against the option

We suggest considering the option
only in the context of rigorous research

We recommend the option







We suggest considering this option only in the context of rigorous research.
 For prevention of postpartum haemorrhage, we suggest evaluating this intervention where a well-functioning LHW programme already exists
 For treatment of postpartum haemorrhage, we suggest using this intervention only where a well-functioning LHW programme already exists and where a well-functioning
referral system is in place or can be put in place
Justification

There is insufficient evidence on the effectiveness of using LHWs to administer oxytocin to prevent and treat postpartum haemorrhage. However, this intervention may be an
acceptable approach, may be feasible under certain conditions, and may reduce inequalities by extending care to underserved populations.

Implementation
considerations

Not applicable

Monitoring and evaluation
Research priorities

Studies assessing the effects and the acceptability of using lay health workers to administer oxytocin are needed.
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2.3 and 2.4. EVIDENCE BASE:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS administer oxytocin to (a) prevent and (b) treat postpartum haemorrhage
using a standard syringe?
CRITERIA

B E NE F IT S & HA RM S O F T HE O P T IO NS

Are the
anticipated
desirable
effects large?
Are the
anticipated
undesirable
effects small?
What is the
certainty of
the anticipated
effects?
Are the
desirable
effects large
relative to the
undesirable
effects?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
Yes

Yes

Varies













No

Probably
no





Very
low

Low





Problem: Poor access to prevention and treatment of postpartum
haemorrhage
Option: LHWs administering oxytocin using a CPAD
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor access to
health professionals

Uncertain Probably
yes





Moderate High



Yes

Varies





No direct
evidence

Varies







COMMENTS AND QUERIES

A systematic review (Glenton, Khanna 2012) assessed the effect of drug delivery by LHWs using a CPAD device.
This review did not identify any eligible studies. We are therefore unable to draw any conclusions about the
desirable or undesirable effects of this intervention.
Indirect evidence:
Another systematic review (Lewin 2012) identified a number of trials from LMIC settings where packages of care
were delivered by LHWs. In one of these trials, the packages included LHWs injecting procaine penicillin and
gentamicin to treat sick neonates, apparently using a standard syringe. The trial did not report any adverse effects
of LHWs using injectable antibiotics. Overall, the trials suggest that these packages of care may lead to a
reduction in neonatal (moderate certainty evidence) and child mortality (low certainty evidence).
Annex: page 33 (Glenton, Khanna 2012), page 10 (Lewin 2012 – Table 2)

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













RE S O URCE US E

Main resource requirements

Are the
resources
required
small?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Resource

Settings in which LHW programmes already exist

Training

1-2 weeks of practice-based training in injection techniques, safe delivery
and in diagnosing and managing postpartum haemorrhage.

Supervision and monitoring

Regular supervision by midwife or nurse

Supplies

Oxytocin, syringes, sterile solution, robust supply chain

Referral

Transportation to a centre where comprehensive emergency obstetric
care (CeMOC) is available
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RE S O URCE
US E

CRITERIA

Is the
incremental
cost small
relative to the
benefits?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Uncertain due to lack of evidence on effectiveness of the intervention

A CCE P T A B ILIT Y

A systematic review (Glenton, Khanna 2012) of the acceptability of drug delivery by LHWs using a CPAD device
identified one study where LHWs delivered oxytocin for PPH prevention in a clinic setting. In addition, the review
identified studies where LHWs delivered other types of medicines and vaccines in a community setting. This
review suggests that LHWs find the CPAD device easy to use, carry, store and dispose of and are generally
confident in their ability to use the device safely and correctly (low certainty evidence). However, some LHWs
voiced concerns about possible social or legal consequences if something went wrong. These concerns were at
least partly addressed through support and supervision (low certainty evidence).

Is the option
acceptable
to most
stakeholders?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













The oxytocin study did not explore recipient views. The other acceptability studies suggest that LHWs using
CPADs to deliver other medicines or vaccines are motivated by positive responses from the community and
increased social respect. In addition, recipients and other health workers find LHW delivery acceptable, although
the importance of training and support is emphasised.
Activities that demand that the LHW is present at specific times, for instance during labour and birth, lead to
irregular and unpredictable working conditions. Another systematic review of LHW programme acceptability
(Glenton, Colvin 2012) suggests that this may have direct implications for LHWs’ expectations regarding incentives
(low certainty evidence). LHWs may also be concerned about personal safety when working in the community and
some LHWs were reluctant to visit clients at night because of safety issues (moderate certainty evidence)
(Glenton, Colvin 2012).
LHW involvement in deliveries requires an effective referral system. However, a number of challenges with referral
of women in labour were seen, including logistics and poor treatment of trained TBAs and women at facilities
(moderate certainty evidence).

F E A S IB ILIT Y

Annex: page 33 (Glenton, Khanna 2012), page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012)

Is the option
feasible to
implement?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Significant additional work may be needed to add this intervention to an existing LHW programme. It is likely to
require changes in regulations; and significant changes to drug supplies and training. Also, where oxytocin is being
used to treat PPH, implementation would require access to a referral system with trained and equipped healthcare
professionals and facilities. Implementation may additionally require consideration of factors affecting referral by
LHWs (see under ‘Acceptability’).
Significant training and supervision provided by skilled health cadres would likely be needed. However, a
systematic review (Glenton, Colvin 2012) suggests that ongoing support, training and supervision were often
insufficient in LHW programmes (moderate certainty evidence).
Annex: page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012)

COMMENTS AND QUERIES
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2.5. RECOMMENDATION:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS administer misoprostol to prevent postpartum haemorrhage?

Recommendation

Problem: Poor access to prevention of postpartum haemorrhage
Option: LHWs administering misoprostol
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor access to
health professionals

We recommend against the option

We suggest considering the option
in the context of rigorous research

We recommend the option







We recommend the use of lay health workers to administer misoprostol to prevent postpartum haemorrhage. We suggest using this intervention where a well-functioning LHW programme already exists.

Justification

There is insufficient evidence on the effectiveness or acceptability of using LHWs to administer misoprostol to prevent postpartum haemorrhage. However, this intervention may be feasible under certain
conditions and may reduce inequalities by extending care to underserved populations. In addition, a World Health Organisation guideline recommends that where skilled birth attendants are not present
and oxytocin is not available, the administration of misoprostol (600mcg PO) by community health workers and lay health workers is recommended for the prevention of postpartum haemorrhage (Strong
recommendation, moderate quality evidence).

Implementation
considerations

The following should be considered when using LHWs to administer misoprostol:
LHWs from the same community may be particularly acceptable to recipients. However, they may also be particularly vulnerable to social blame where incidental death or disease or problems in
treatment occur. Systems therefore need to be in place to support these cadres, for instance through visible support from the health system, regular supervision, and birth-preparedness counselling
LHWs and relevant professional bodies should be involved in the planning and implementation of the intervention to ensure acceptability among affected health workers
This intervention implies irregular working hours. Implementation needs to be in the context of a comprehensive remuneration scheme, in which salaries or incentives reflect any changes in scope
of practice. Giving incentives for certain tasks but not for others may negatively affect the work that is carried out
Systems need to be in place to support LHWs who may need to travel at night in order to assist during labour and delivery
Referral systems need to function well, i.e. financial, logistical (e.g. transport) and relational barriers need to be addressed. Specifically, local health systems need to be strengthened to improve
quality of care at the first referral facility
Changes in regulations may be necessary to support any changes in LHWs’ scope of practice
Supplies of drugs and other commodities (e.g. delivery kits) need to be secure
Responsibility for supervision needs to be clear and supervision needs to be regular and supportive
LHWs and their supervisors need to receive appropriate initial and ongoing training

Monitoring and evaluation
Research priorities

Studies assessing the effects and the acceptability of using lay health workers to administer oxytocin are needed. Trials are currently ongoing.
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2.5. EVIDENCE BASE:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS administer misoprostol to prevent postpartum haemorrhage?

CRITERIA

B E NE F IT S & HA RM S O F T HE O P T IO NS

Are the anticipated
desirable effects
large?

Are the anticipated
undesirable effects
small?

What is the certainty
of the anticipated
effects?

Are the desirable
effects large relative
to the undesirable
effects?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













No

Probably
no





Very
low

Low





Problem: Poor access to prevention of postpartum haemorrhage
Option: LHWs administering misoprostol
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor access to health
professionals

Uncertain Probably
yes





Moderate High



Yes

Varies





No direct
evidence

Varies







No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













COMMENTS AND QUERIES

A systematic review (Lewin 2012) searched for studies that assessed the effects of lay health worker
programmes for maternal and child health. However, this review did not identify any studies that
assessed the effects of lay health workers to administer misoprostol in the context of task shifting.
Another systematic review assessed the effectiveness and safety of advance misoprostol provision for
postpartum haemorrhage prevention and treatment in non-facility births, including delivery by LHWs.
This review did not identify any studies (Oladapo 2012).
Indirect evidence:
A systematic review (Gülmezoglu 2007) assessed the effects of prostaglandins for preventing
postpartum haemorrhage. The review identified two trials where trained TBAs administered either oral
misoprostol or placebo. While these trials do not assess the effectiveness of trained TBA delivery, the
trials showed no adverse events.
A systematic review (Lewin 2012) identified a number of trials from LMIC settings where packages of
care were delivered by LHWs. In some of these trials, the packages included the provision of
antibiotics to sick newborns and antimalarials to children. Overall, the trials suggest that these
packages of care may lead to a reduction in neonatal (moderate certainty evidence) and child
mortality (low certainty evidence).
Annex: page 10 (Lewin 2012 – Table 2)

RE S O URCE US E

Main resource requirements

Are the resources
required small?

Is the incremental
cost small relative to
the benefits?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Resource

Settings in which LHW programmes already exist

Training

1-2 days of practice-based training

Supervision and
monitoring

Regular supervision by midwife or nurse

Supplies

Misoprostol tablets, robust supply chain

Referral

Transportation to a centre where comprehensive emergency obstetric care
(CeMOC) is available

Uncertain due to lack of evidence on effectiveness of the intervention

Note:
A World Health Organisation guideline
recommends that where skilled birth
attendants are not present and oxytocin is
not available, the administration of
misoprostol (600mcg PO) by community
health care workers and lay health workers
is recommended for prevention of PPH.
(Strong recommendation, moderate quality
evidence).
The guideline notes that, in view of the past
concerns regarding community distribution
of misoprostol and serious consequences of
administration before birth, emphasis should
be placed on the training of those providing
misoprostol and monitoring of these
interventions with appropriate indicators.
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COMMENTS AND QUERIES
CRIT E RIA

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

A systematic review of LHW programmes (Glenton, Colvin 2012) found no studies that evaluated the
acceptability of misoprostol when delivered by LHWs. We are therefore uncertain about the
acceptability of this intervention to key stakeholders.
Activities that demand that the LHW is present at specific times, for instance during labour and birth,
lead to irregular and unpredictable working conditions. The review suggests that this may have direct
implications for LHWs’ expectations regarding incentives (low certainty evidence). LHWs may also be
concerned about personal safety when working in the community and some LHWs were reluctant to
visit clients at night because of safety issues (moderate certainty evidence) (Glenton, Colvin 2012).
Is the opti o n
ac c epta bl e
to m os t
s tak ehol d er s ?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













LHW involvement in deliveries requires an effective referral system. However, a number of challenges
with referral of women in labour were seen, including logistics and poor treatment of trained TBAs and
women at facilities (moderate certainty evidence).
Another systematic review (Glenton, Khanna 2012) explored the acceptability of the use of compact
prefilled autodisable devices (CPAD) by LHWs. This review suggests that recipients, LHWs and other
health workers find the delivery of drugs and vaccines by LHWs through this device to be acceptable.
The importance of training and supervision was emphasised (low certainty evidence). Some LHWs
voiced concerns about possible social or legal consequences if something went wrong. These
concerns were at least partly addressed through support and supervision (low certainty evidence).
Annex: page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012); page 33 (Glenton, Khanna 2012)

Is the opti o n
feas i bl e to
i m pl em ent?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Significant additional work may be needed to add this intervention to an existing LHW programme. It
is likely to require changes in regulations; and significant changes to drug supplies and training. Also,
implementation would require access to a referral system with trained and equipped healthcare
professionals and facilities. Implementation may additionally require consideration of factors affecting
referral by LHWs (see under ‘Acceptability’). Significant supervision provided by skilled health cadres
would likely be needed.
Significant training and supervision provided by skilled health cadres would likely be needed.
However, a systematic review (Glenton, Colvin 2012) suggests that ongoing support, training and
supervision was often insufficient in LHW programmes (moderate certainty evidence).
Annex: page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012)
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2.6. RECOMMENDATION:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS administer misoprostol to treat postpartum haemorrhage before referral?

Recommendation

Problem: Poor access to prevention and treatment of postpartum
haemorrhage
Option: LHWs administering misoprostol before referral
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor access to
health professionals

We recommend against the option

We suggest considering the option
in the context of rigorous research

We recommend the option







We suggest considering this option only in the context of rigorous research. We suggest evaluating this intervention where a well-functioning LHW programme already exists; where a well-functioning
referral system is in place or can be put in place; and where the use of misoprostol can be monitored with appropriate indicators.

Justification

There is insufficient evidence on the effectiveness and acceptability of using LHWs to administer misoprostol to treat postpartum haemorrhage. However, this intervention may be feasible under certain
conditions and may reduce inequalities by extending care to underserved populations.

Implementation
considerations

The following should be considered when using LHWs to administer misoprostol:
LHWs from the same community may be particularly acceptable to recipients. However, they may also be particularly vulnerable to social blame where incidental death or disease or problems in
treatment occur. Systems therefore need to be in place to support these cadres, for instance through visible support from the health system, regular supervision, and birth-preparedness counselling
LHWs and relevant professional bodies should be involved in the planning and implementation of the intervention to ensure acceptability among affected health workers
This intervention implies irregular working hours. Implementation needs to be in the context of a comprehensive remuneration scheme, in which salaries or incentives reflect any changes in scope
of practice. Giving incentives for certain tasks but not for others may negatively affect the work that is carried out
Systems need to be in place to support LHWs who may need to travel at night in order to assist during labour and delivery
Referral systems need to function well, i.e. financial, logistical (e.g. transport) and relational barriers need to be addressed. Specifically, local health systems need to be strengthened to improve
quality of care at the first referral facility
Changes in regulations may be necessary to support any changes in LHWs’ scope of practice
Supplies of drugs and other commodities (e.g. delivery kits) need to be secure
Responsibility for supervision needs to be clear and supervision needs to be regular and supportive
LHWs and their supervisors need to receive appropriate initial and ongoing training

Monitoring and evaluation
Research priorities

Studies assessing the effects and the acceptability of using lay health workers to administer oxytocin are needed. Trials are currently ongoing.
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2.6. EVIDENCE BASE:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS administer misoprostol to treat postpartum haemorrhage before referral?

CRITERIA

B E NE F IT S & HA RM S O F T HE O P T IO NS

Are the anticipated
desirable effects
large?

Are the anticipated
undesirable effects
small?

What is the
certainty of the
anticipated effects?

Are the desirable
effects large
relative to the
undesirable
effects?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













No

Probably
no





Very
low

Low





Problem: Poor access to prevention and treatment of postpartum haemorrhage
Option: LHWs administering misoprostol before referral
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor access to
health professionals

Uncertain Probably
yes





Moderate High



Yes

Varies





No direct
evidence

Varies







No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













COMMENTS AND QUERIES

A systematic review (Lewin 2012) searched for studies that assessed the effects of lay health worker
programmes for maternal and child health. However, this review did not identify any studies that
assessed the effects of lay health workers to administer misoprostol in the context of task shifting.
Another systematic review assessed the effectiveness and safety of advance misoprostol provision for
postpartum haemorrhage prevention and treatment in non-facility births, including delivery by LHWs.
This review did not identify any studies (Oladapo 2012).
Indirect evidence:
A systematic review (Gülmezoglu 2007) assessed the effects of prostaglandins for preventing
postpartum haemorrhage. The review identified two trials where trained TBAs administered either oral
misoprostol or placebo. While these trials do not assess the effectiveness of TBA delivery, the trials
showed no adverse events.
A systematic review (Lewin 2012) identified a number of trials from LMIC settings where packages of
care were delivered by LHWs. In some of these trials, the packages included the provision of antibiotics
to sick newborns and antimalarials to children. Overall, the trials suggest that these packages of care
may lead to a reduction in neonatal (moderate certainty evidence) and child mortality (low certainty
evidence).
Annex: page 10 (Lewin 2012 – Table 2)

RE S O URCE US E

Main resource requirements

Are the resources
required small?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Resource

Settings in which LHW programmes already exist

Training

1-2 weeks of practice-based training in safe delivery and in diagnosing and
managing postpartum haemorrhage.

Supervision and
monitoring

Regular supervision by midwife or nurse

Supplies

Misoprostol tablets, robust supply chain

Referral

Transportation to a centre where comprehensive emergency obstetric care
(CeMOC) is available

Note:
A World Health Organisation guideline
recommends that where skilled birth
attendants are not present and oxytocin is
not available, the administration of
misoprostol (600mcg PO) by community
health care workers and lay health workers
is recommended for prevention of PPH.
(Strong recommendation, moderate quality
evidence).The guideline does not
specifically mention the use of lay health
workers or auxiliary nurses to administer
misoprostol at the time of delivery for the
treatment of postpartum haemorrhage.
The guideline also notes that, in view of the
past concerns regarding community
distribution of misoprostol and serious
consequences of administration before birth,
emphasis should be placed on the training
of those providing misoprostol and
monitoring of these interventions with
appropriate indicators.
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Is the incremental
cost small relative
to the benefits?

CRITERIA

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













JUDGEMENT

Uncertain due to lack of evidence on effectiveness of the intervention

EVIDENCE

A CCE P T A B ILIT Y

A systematic review of LHW programmes (Glenton, Colvin 2012) found no studies that evaluated the
acceptability of misoprostol when delivered by LHWs. We are therefore uncertain about the acceptability
of this intervention to key stakeholders.
Activities that demand that the LHW is present at specific times, for instance during labour and birth, lead to
irregular and unpredictable working conditions. The review suggests that this may have direct implications for
LHWs’ expectations regarding incentives (low certainty evidence). LHWs may also be concerned about
personal safety when working in the community and some LHWs were reluctant to visit clients at night
because of safety issues (moderate certainty evidence) (Glenton, Colvin 2012).
Is the option
acceptable
to most
stakeholders?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













LHW involvement in deliveries requires an effective referral system. However, a number of challenges with
referral of women in labour were seen, including logistics and poor treatment of trained TBAs and women at
facilities (moderate certainty evidence).
Another systematic review (Glenton, Khanna 2012) explored the acceptability of the use of compact prefilled
autodisable devices (CPAD) by LHWs. This review suggests that recipients, LHWs and other health workers
find the delivery of drugs and vaccines by LHWs through this device to be acceptable. The importance of
training and supervision was emphasised (low certainty evidence). Some LHWs voiced concerns about
possible social or legal consequences if something went wrong. These concerns were at least partly
addressed through support and supervision (low certainty evidence).

F E A S IB ILIT Y

Annex: page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012); page 33 (Glenton, Khanna 2012)

Is the option
feasible to
implement?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Significant additional work may be needed to add this intervention to an existing LHW programme. It is likely
to require changes in regulations; and significant changes to drug supplies and training. Also, implementation
would require access to a referral system with trained and equipped healthcare professionals and facilities.
Implementation may additionally require consideration of factors affecting referral by LHWs (see under
‘Acceptability’). Significant supervision provided by skilled health cadres would likely be needed.
Significant training and supervision provided by skilled health cadres would likely be needed. However, a
systematic review (Glenton, Colvin 2012) suggests that ongoing support, training and supervision was often
insufficient in LHW programmes (moderate certainty evidence).
Annex: page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012)

COMMENTS AND QUERIES
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2.7. RECOMMENDATION:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS distribute misoprostol to women during pregnancy for selfadministration after childbirth?

Recommendation

Problem: Poor access to treatment for prevention of postpartum haemorrhage
Option: LHWs distributing misoprostol to women during pregnancy for selfadministration after childbirth
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor access to
health professionals

We recommend against the option

No recommendation made

We recommend the option







No recommendation has been made for this option.
Justification

We need research about the effectiveness of distributing misoprostol to women during pregnancy for self-administration after childbirth before considering the cadres that can
undertake distribution. The panel therefore did not make a recommendation. However, it was also noted that this may reduce access to misoprostol in some settings.

Implementation
considerations

Not applicable

Monitoring and evaluation
Research priorities

Studies assessing the effects and the acceptability of using lay health workers to distribute misoprostol in advance of childbirth are needed.
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2.7. EVIDENCE BASE:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS distribute misoprostol to women during pregnancy for self-administration
after childbirth?

CRITERIA

B E NE F IT S & HA RM S O F T HE O P T IO NS

Are the
anticipated
desirable
effects large?
Are the
anticipated
undesirable
effects small?
What is the
certainty of
the anticipated
effects?
Are the
desirable
effects large
relative to the
undesirable
effects?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













No

Probably
no





Very
low

Low





Problem: Poor access to treatment for prevention of postpartum
haemorrhage
Option: LHWs distributing misoprostol to women during pregnancy
for self-administration after childbirth
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor
access to health professionals

Uncertain Probably
yes





Moderate High



Yes

Varies





No direct
evidence

Varies







No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













COMMENTS AND QUERIES

A systematic review (Oladapo 2012) assessed the effectiveness and safety of advance misoprostol provision for
postpartum haemorrhage prevention and treatment in non-facility births, including delivery by LHWs. This review did not
identify any studies. Another systematic review (Lewin 2012) searched for studies that assessed the effects of lay health
worker programmes for maternal and child health. This review did not identify any studies that assessed the effects of lay
health workers to distribute misoprostol to women during pregnancy for use after childbirth. We are therefore unable to draw any
conclusions about the desirable or undesirable effects of this intervention.
Additional considerations: Although there has been general concern that providing misoprostol at home may
discourage women from coming to a facility for childbirth this concern has not been substantiated by programmatic evidence.

RE S O URCE US E

Main resource requirements

Are the
resources
required
small?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Resource

Settings in which LHW programmes already exist

Training

1-2 weeks of practice-based training in safe delivery and in
communication and health promotion skills.

Supervision and monitoring

Regular supervision by midwife or nurse

Supplies

Misoprostol tablets, robust supply chain, printed information for pregnant
women and their families

Referral

Transportation to a centre where comprehensive emergency obstetric
care (CeMOC) is available

Note:
A World Health Organisation
guideline states that there is
insufficient evidence to
recommend the antenatal
distribution of misoprostol to
pregnant women for selfadministration for prevention of
PPH. The guideline also
acknowledges that a number of
countries have embarked on
misoprostol community
distribution programmes and
considers that this should be
performed in the context of
research (where reliable data on
coverage, safety and health
outcomes can be collected)
(WHO, 2012).
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RE S O URCE
US E

CRITERIA

Is the
incremental
cost small
relative to the
benefits?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Uncertain due to lack of evidence on effectiveness of the intervention

A CCE P T A B ILIT Y

A systematic review of LHW programmes (Glenton, Colvin 2012) found no studies that evaluated the acceptability of
advanced distribution of misoprostol when delivered by LHWs. We are therefore uncertain about the acceptability of
this intervention to key stakeholders.

Is the option
acceptable
to most
stakeholders?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













LHWs will need to communicate clearly to pregnant women about the appropriate use of misoprostol after childbirth. The
review suggests that counselling and communication about issues other than the use of misoprostol was perceived by
LHWs as a complex task for which they sometimes felt unprepared and for which they requested specific training
(moderate certainty evidence). However, trainers were not necessarily competent to train them in these skills (low
certainty evidence).
In another systematic review (Glenton, Khanna 2012), studies where community-based LHWs delivered drugs other than
misoprostol, including vaccines and antibiotics, suggest that LHWs are motivated by positive responses from the
community and increased social respect (low certainty evidence). These studies also suggest that recipients and other
health workers find LHW drug and vaccine delivery acceptable, although the importance of training and support is
emphasised (low certainty evidence).
In the same review, LHWs were concerned over possible social or legal consequences if these interventions were
perceived as unsuccessful or harmful (low certainty evidence).
Annex: page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012); page 33 (Glenton, Khanna 2012)

F E A S IB ILIT Y

The intervention is relatively simple to deliver as all pregnant women would be eligible to receive misoprostol and the LHW
does not have to be present at the time of delivery.
Is the option
feasible to
implement?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Some additional work would be needed to add this intervention to an existing LHW programme. It is likely to require
changes in regulations; and significant changes to drug supplies and training.
Some training and supervision is needed. However, a systematic review (Glenton, Colvin 2012) suggests that ongoing
support, training and supervision were often insufficient in LHW programmes (moderate certainty evidence).
Annex: page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012)

COMMENTS AND QUERIES
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3.1, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5. RECOMMENDATION
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS distribute oral supplements to pregnant women?
(Includes distribution of calcium supplementation for women living in areas with known low calcium intake; routine iron and folate
supplementation for pregnant women; intermittent presumptive therapy for malaria to pregnant women living in endemic areas; and
vitamin A for pregnant women living in areas where severe vitamin A deficiency is a serious public health problem)
Recommendation

Problem: Poor access to oral supplements for pregnant women
Option: LHWs distribution of oral supplements
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor access to
health care

We recommend against the option

We suggest considering the option
with targeted monitoring and evaluation

We recommend the option







We suggest considering the use of LHWs to distribute oral supplements to pregnant women with targeted monitoring and evaluation.
Justification

The effects of using LHWs to distribute oral supplements to pregnant women may be mixed. However, it is probably an acceptable and feasible intervention, may
have few undesirable effects, and may reduce inequalities by extending care to underserved populations.

Implementation
considerations

The following should be considered when using LHWs to distribute oral supplements:
- LHWs from the same community may be particularly acceptable to recipients and selection processes should consider this
- LHWs and relevant professional bodies should be involved in the planning and implementation of the intervention to ensure acceptability among affected
health workers
- Supplies of drugs and other commodities need to be secure
- Implementation needs to be in the context of a comprehensive remuneration scheme, in which salaries or incentives reflect any changes in scope of
practice. Giving incentives for certain tasks but not for others may negatively affect the work that is carried out
- LHWs and their supervisors need to receive appropriate initial and ongoing training, including in communicating with recipients
- Responsibility for supervision needs to be clear and supervision needs to be regular and supportive

Monitoring and evaluation
Research priorities

More evaluation is needed of the effects of distributing oral supplements to pregnant women as part of a package of maternal and newborn care delivered by LHWs, including
process evaluation of the implementation of these interventions.
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3.1, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5. EVIDENCE BASE:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS distribute oral supplements to pregnant women?
(Includes distribution of calcium supplementation for women living in areas with known low calcium intake; routine iron and folate supplementation
for pregnant women; intermittent presumptive therapy for malaria to pregnant women living in endemic areas; and vitamin A for pregnant women
living in areas where severe vitamin A deficiency is a serious public health problem)
CRITERIA

B E NE F IT S & HA RM S O F T HE O P T IO NS

Are the
anticipated
desirable
effects large?
Are the
anticipated
undesirable
effects small?
What is the
certainty of
the anticipated
effects?
Are the
desirable
effects large
relative to the
undesirable
effects?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













No

Probably
no





Very
low

Low





Problem: Poor access to oral supplements for pregnant women
Option: LHWs distribution of oral supplements
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor
access to health care

Uncertain Probably
yes





Moderate High



Yes

Varies





No direct
evidence

Varies







COMMENTS AND QUERIES

In places where antenatal attendance is low
the anticipated desirable effects could be
large.

A systematic review (Lewin 2012) identified five trials from LMICs in which lay health workers delivered oral
supplements. These included vitamin and iron and folate supplementation to pregnant women as part of a
package of maternal and newborn care, multivitamins for community distribution and zinc supplementation for
children with diarrhoea or dysentery. The three trials that reported relevant outcomes showed mixed effects
compared to usual care (low to moderate certainty evidence), including benefits and no difference:

Two trials showed no difference in the use of iron tablets between pregnant women in the LHW
group compared to usual care

One trial showed improvements in the use of iron and folic-acid supplements in the LHW group
compared to usual care
Annex: Page 48 (Lewin 2012)

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













RE S O URCE US E

Main resource requirements
Are the
resources
required
small?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Resource

Settings in which LHW programmes already exist

Training

1-2 weeks of practice-based training in healthy pregnancy and in
communication and health promotion skills.

Supervision and monitoring

Regular supervision by midwife or nurse

Supplies

Oral supplement tablets, robust supply chain, printed information for
pregnant women and their families
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A CCE P T A B ILIT Y

RE S O URCE
US E

CRITERIA

Is the
incremental
cost small
relative to the
benefits?

Is the option
acceptable
to most
stakeholders?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













While the anticipated desirable effects are uncertain, the incremental resources needed to implement this
intervention are likely to be small.

A systematic review of LHW programmes (Glenton, Colvin 2012) identified a number of studies where LHWs
offered a package of tasks, which included the distribution of oral supplements to healthy women. These
studies suggest that recipients are generally very positive to LHW programmes, appreciating the relationship
with the LHW, the easy access they had to the LHWs and the fact that services were either free or relatively
cheap (moderate certainty evidence).
However, in two studies from the same review, LHWs who received payment through selling drugs and
supplements encountered problems including: an inflated idea of the profit they would be making; competition
from other vendors; and people buying drugs on credit or being reluctant to buy drugs because of their
perception that the LHWs got the drugs for free (low certainty evidence).
Annex: page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012)

F E A S IB ILIT Y

The intervention is simple to deliver, but may require some training. However, a systematic review (Glenton,
Colvin 2012) suggests that ongoing support, training and supervision were often insufficient in LHW
programmes (moderate certainty evidence).
Is the option
feasible to
implement?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













In addition, it requires relatively few supplies (relevant drugs). However, storage of the drugs may be an issue
in some settings. In addition, in one systematic review (Glenton, Colvin 2012), some LHWs distributing drugs
and supplements encountered problems with a lack of supplies (low certainty evidence).
In some settings, changes to norms or regulations may be needed to allow LHWs to distribute oral
supplements to pregnant women.
Annex: page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012)

COMMENTS AND QUERIES
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3.2. RECOMMENDATION
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS distribute low dose aspirin to pregnant women at high risk of developing
pre-eclampsia/eclampsia?
Recommendation

Problem: Poor access to low dose aspirin for pregnant women
Option: LHWs distribution of low dose aspirin
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor access to
health care

We recommend against the option

We suggest considering the option only in the context
of rigorous research

We recommend the option







We suggest considering this option only in the context of rigorous research. This research should focus on LHWs supporting taking the maintenance
dose of aspirin after treatment has been initiated by a health worker with competency to assess the risk status of women.
Justification

There is insufficient evidence on the effectiveness of using LHWs to distribute low-dose aspirin to pregnant women at high risk of developing preeclampsia/eclampsia. In addition, the intervention requires the identification of pregnant women at high risk. However, it is probably an acceptable and
feasible intervention and may reduce inequalities by extending care to underserved populations.

Implementation
considerations

The following should be considered when using LHWs to distribute oral supplements:
LHWs from the same community may be particularly acceptable to recipients and selection processes should consider this
LHWs and relevant professional bodies should be involved in the planning and implementation of the intervention to ensure acceptability among affected health workers
Supplies of drugs and other commodities need to be secure
Implementation needs to be in the context of a comprehensive remuneration scheme, in which salaries or incentives reflect any changes in scope of practice. Giving
incentives for certain tasks but not for others may negatively affect the work that is carried out
LHWs and their supervisors need to receive appropriate initial and ongoing training, including in communicating with recipients

-

Responsibility for supervision needs to be clear and supervision needs to be regular and supportive

Monitoring and evaluation
Research priorities

More evaluation is needed of the effects of distributing aspirin to pregnant women at high risk of developing pre-eclampsia and eclampsia by LHWs.
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3.2. EVIDENCE BASE:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS distribute low dose aspirin to pregnant women at high risk of developing preeclampsia/eclampsia?

CRITERIA

B E NE F IT S & HA RM S O F T HE O P T IO NS

Are the
anticipated
desirable
effects large?
Are the
anticipated
undesirable
effects small?
What is the
certainty of
the anticipated
effects?
Are the
desirable
effects large
relative to the
undesirable
effects?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













No

Probably
no





Very
low

Low





Problem: Poor access to low dose aspirin for pregnant women
Option: LHWs distribution of low dose aspirin
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor
access to health care

Uncertain Probably
yes





Moderate High



Yes

Varies





COMMENTS AND QUERIES

In places where antenatal attendance is low
the anticipated desirable effects could be
large.

A systematic review (Lewin 2012) searched for studies that assessed the effects of lay health
worker programmes for maternal and child health. This review did not identify any studies that
assessed the effects of lay health workers to distribute low dose aspirin to pregnant women. We are
therefore unable to draw any conclusions about the desirable or undesirable effects of this
intervention.

No direct
evidence

Varies





Indirect evidence: A systematic review (Lewin 2012) identified five trials from LMICs in which lay
health workers delivered oral supplements. These included vitamin and iron and folate
supplementation to pregnant women as part of a package of maternal and newborn care,
multivitamins for community distribution and zinc supplementation for children with diarrhoea or
dysentery. The three trials that reported relevant outcomes showed mixed effects compared to
usual care (low to moderate certainty evidence), including benefits and no difference.
Annex: Page 48 (Lewin 2012)



No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













RE S O URCE US E

Main resource requirements

Are the
resources
required
small?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Resource

Settings in which LHW programmes already exist

Training

1 week of practice-based training in healthy pregnancy and in identifying
women at high risk of eclampsia and pre-eclampsia.

Supervision and monitoring

Regular supervision by midwife or nurse

Supplies

Aspirin, robust supply chain, printed information for pregnant women and
their families

Referral

Transportation to a centre where comprehensive emergency obstetric
care (CeMOC) is available
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A CCE P T A B ILIT Y

RE S O URCE
US E

CRITERIA

Is the
incremental
cost small
relative to the
benefits?

Is the option
acceptable
to most
stakeholders?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













While the anticipated desirable effects are uncertain, the incremental resources needed to
implement this intervention are likely to be small.

A systematic review of LHW programmes (Glenton, Colvin 2012) identified a number of studies
where LHWs offered a package of tasks, which included the distribution of oral supplements to
healthy women. These studies suggest that recipients are generally very positive to LHW
programmes, appreciating the relationship with the LHW, the easy access they had to the LHWs
and the fact that services were either free or relatively cheap (moderate certainty evidence).
No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













However, in two studies from the same review, LHWs who received payment through selling drugs
and supplements encountered problems including: an inflated idea of the profit they would be
making; competition from other vendors; and people buying drugs on credit or being reluctant to
buy drugs because of their perception that the LHWs got the drugs for free (low certainty
evidence).

F E A S IB ILIT Y

Annex: page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012)

Is the option
feasible to
implement?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













The intervention is simple to deliver, but requires training. However, a systematic review (Glenton,
Colvin 2012) suggests that ongoing support, training and supervision were often insufficient in
LHW programmes (moderate certainty evidence). In addition, it requires relatively few supplies
(relevant drugs). However, storage of the drugs may be an issue in some settings. In addition, in
one systematic review (Glenton, Colvin 2012), some LHWs distributing drugs and supplements
encountered problems with a lack of supplies (low certainty evidence).
In some settings, changes to norms or regulations may be needed to allow LHWs to distribute
aspirin to pregnant women.
Annex: page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012)
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5.1. RECOMMENDATION:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS provide continuous support during labour (in the presence of a skilled
birth attendant)?

Recommendation

Problem: Poor support during labour
Option: LHWs providing continuous support (primarily social support in the
form of comfort and reassurance) during labour
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no labour support
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs, in the presence of a
skilled birth attendant

We recommend against the option

We suggest considering the option

We recommend the option







We recommend the use of LHWs to provide continuous support during labour, in the presence of a skilled birth attendant. However, appropriate attention must be paid to the
acceptability of the intervention to other health care providers.
Justification

The provision of continuous support by LHWs is probably effective and feasible, may have few undesirable effects and may reduce inequalities by extending care to
underserved populations, although there may be acceptability issues. The role of the LHW in this context is to provide social support in the form of comfort and
reassurance, and not to provide medical care

Implementation
considerations

The following should be considered when using LHWs to offer continuous support during labour:

-

LHWs from the same community may be particularly acceptable to recipients and selection processes should consider this
LHWs and relevant professional bodies should be involved in the planning and implementation of the intervention to ensure acceptability among affected health
workers
The distribution of roles and responsibilities between midwives and LHWs needs to be made clear, including through regulations and job descriptions
This intervention implies irregular working hours. Implementation needs to be in the context of a comprehensive remuneration scheme, in which salaries or
incentives reflect any changes in scope of practice. Giving incentives for certain tasks but not for others may negatively affect the work that is carried out
Systems need to be in place to support LHWs who may need to travel at night in order to assist during labour and delivery
Responsibility for supervision needs to be clear and supervision needs to be regular and supportive
LHWs and their supervisors need to receive appropriate initial and ongoing training, including in communicating with recipients

Monitoring and evaluation
Research priorities

Trial of LHWs delivering continuous support during labour are lacking, but may not be needed.
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5.1. EVIDENCE BASE:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS provide continuous support to women during labour
(in the presence of a skilled birth attendant)?
CRITERIA

B E NE F IT S & HA RM S O F T HE O P T IO NS

Are the
anticipated
desirable
effects large?
Are the
anticipated
undesirable
effects small?
What is the
certainty of
the anticipated
effects?

Are the
desirable
effects large
relative to the
undesirable
effects?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













No

Probably
no





Very
low

Low





Problem: Poor support during labour
Option: LHWs providing continuous support (primarily social support in
the form of comfort and reassurance) during labour
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no labour support
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs, in the
presence of a skilled birth attendant

Uncertain Probably
yes





Moderate High



Yes

Varies





No direct
evidence

Varies







No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













COMMENTS AND QUERIES

A systematic review (Lewin 2012) searched for studies that assessed the effects of lay health
worker programmes for maternal and child health. No studies in the review explicitly noted the
provision of continuous support during labour.
A systematic review (Hodnett 2011) searched for studies that assessed the effects of continuous
support during labour. The review identified seven hospital-based trials where women were
supported by doulas, Lamaze instructors, community lay midwives or midwifery apprentices.
Some of these support workers were retired nurses or midwife apprentices, and can therefore not
be defined as lay health workers. The review shows that support by this type of support worker
may have important benefits (low to moderate certainty evidence).
Outcomes

Usual
care
(per 1000)

Any analgesia/
anaesthesia

821

Synthetic oxytocin
during labour

183

Caesarean birth

208

Continuous
support
(per 1000)

796

Difference
(per 1000)

Certainty of the
anticipated effect

25 fewer women
Low

126

57 fewer women




Low

149

59 fewer women

Moderate

Annex: page 1 (Hodnett 2011)

RE S O URCE US E

Main resource requirements
Are the
resources
required
small?

CRITERIA

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













JUDGEMENT

Resource

Settings in which LHW programmes already exist

Training

1-2 days of practice-based training in healthy pregnancy and providing
continuous support during labour.

Supervision and monitoring

Regular supervision by midwife or nurse

Transport

Transport for LHWs to facilities where women will give birth

EVIDENCE

COMMENTS AND QUERIES

A CCE P T A B ILIT Y

RE S O URCE
US E
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Is the
incremental
cost small
relative to the
benefits?

Is the option
acceptable
to most
stakeholders?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













The incremental resources needed to implement this intervention are likely to be small in
relation to the potential benefits.
Studies from a systematic review of LHW programmes (Glenton, Colvin 2012) suggest
that recipients appreciated the provision of continuous care during labour from LHWs. In
some studies in this review, including one study where LHWs offered continuous labour
support, health professionals appreciated the LHWs’ contribution to their busy workload
and their skills in communicating with recipients (moderate certainty evidence). However,
another systematic review (Colvin 2012) suggests that the relationships between doulas,
TBAs or other birth supporters and professional midwives may be ambivalent, and at
times, directly conflictual. This may have been due to the fact that midwives disliked the
involvement of others in the emotional support of the mother during labour, feeling that
this shifted the relationship between mother and midwife, often in a more medical
direction (moderate certainty evidence).
Activities that demand that the LHW is present at specific times, for instance during
labour and birth, lead to irregular and unpredictable working conditions. This may have
direct implications for LHWs’ expectations regarding incentives (low certainty evidence).
LHWs may also be concerned about personal safety when working in the community and
some LHWs were reluctant to visit clients at night because of safety issues (moderate
certainty evidence) (Glenton, Colvin 2012).

F E A S IB ILIT
Y

Annex: page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012)
Is the option
feasible to
implement?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













The intervention is simple to deliver, and requires minimal training and supervision. No
supplies are needed and changes to norms or regulations are unlikely to be needed.
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6.1. RECOMMENDATION:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS manage puerperal sepsis using intramuscular antibiotics, delivered by a
standard syringe, before referral?
Recommendation

Problem: Poor access to treatment for puerperal sepsis
Option: LHWs using intramuscular antibiotics before referral
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor access to
health professionals

We recommend against the option

We suggest considering the option
only in the context of rigorous research

We recommend the option







We suggest considering this option only in the context of rigorous research. We suggest evaluating this intervention where a well-functioning LHW programme
already exists, where LHWs are already familiar with injection techniques and materials, and where referral to more specialised care is available or can be put in
place.
Justification

There is insufficient evidence of the effectiveness, acceptability and feasibility of this intervention. However, it may reduce inequalities by extending care to
underserved populations.

Implementation
considerations

Not applicable

Monitoring and evaluation
Research priorities

Studies are needed to assess the effects and the acceptability of using lay health workers to deliver intravenous antibiotics for puerperal sepsis.
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6.1. EVIDENCE BASE:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS manage puerperal sepsis using intramuscular antibiotics, delivered by a
standard syringe, before referral?
CRITERIA

B E NE F IT S & HA RM S O F T HE O P T IO NS

Are the
anticipated
desirable
effects large?
Are the
anticipated
undesirable
effects small?
What is the
certainty of
the anticipated
effects?
Are the
desirable
effects large
relative to the
undesirable
effects?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













No

Probably
no





Very
low

Low





Problem: Poor access to treatment for puerperal sepsis
Option: LHWs using intramuscular antibiotics before referral
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor
access to health professionals

Uncertain Probably
yes





Moderate High



Yes

Varies





No direct
evidence

Varies







No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













COMMENTS AND QUERIES

A systematic review (Lewin 2012) assessed the effect of LHW programmes for maternal and
child health. This review did not identify any trials where LHWs managed puerperal sepsis. We
are therefore unable to draw any conclusions about the desirable or undesirable effects
of this intervention.
Indirect evidence:
The same review (Lewin 2012) identified a number of trials from LMIC settings where packages
of care were delivered by LHWs. In one trial, the package included LHWs injecting procaine
penicillin and gentamicin to treat sick neonates, apparently using a standard syringe. The trial
did not report any adverse effects of LHWs using injectable antibiotics. Overall, the trials
suggest that these packages of care may lead to a reduction in neonatal (moderate certainty
evidence) and child mortality (low certainty evidence).

Annex: page 10 (Lewin 2012 – Table 2)

RE S O URCE US E

Main resource requirements

Are the
resources
required
small?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Resource

Settings in which LHW programmes already exist

Training

1-2 weeks of practice-based training in diagnosing and managing
puerperal sepsis, putting up an IV line, IV injection techniques

Supervision and monitoring

Regular supervision by midwife or nurse

Supplies

IV antibiotics, IV kit, sterile solution, robust supply chain

Referral

Transportation to a centre where comprehensive emergency obstetric
care (CeMOC) is available
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RE S O
URCE
US E

CRITERIA

Is the incremental
cost small relative
to the benefits?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Uncertain as there is no direct evidence on effectiveness.

A CCE P T A B ILIT Y

A systematic review of LHW programmes (Glenton, Colvin 2012) did not identify any studies that
evaluated the acceptability of antibiotics for puerperal sepsis when delivered by LHWs. We are
therefore uncertain about the acceptability of this intervention to key stakeholders.

Is the option
acceptable
to most
stakeholders?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Indirect evidence:
 A systematic review (Glenton, Khanna 2012) of drug delivery by LHWs using a CPAD device
suggests that recipients, LHWs and other health workers find the delivery of drugs and
vaccines by LHWs through this device to be acceptable, although the importance of training
and supervision is emphasised (low certainty evidence). However, some LHWs voiced
concerns about possible social or legal consequences if something went wrong. These
concerns were at least partly addressed through support and supervision (low certainty
evidence).
 Activities that demand that the LHW is present at specific times, for instance during labour
and birth, lead to irregular and unpredictable working conditions. At least one study shows
that this may have direct implications for LHWs’ expectations regarding incentives (low
certainty evidence). LHWs may also be concerned about personal safety when working in the
community and some LHWs were reluctant to visit clients at night because of safety issues
(moderate certainty evidence) (Glenton, Colvin 2012).
 While LHW involvement in deliveries requires an effective referral system, a systematic
review has pointed to a number of challenges with referral of women in labour, including
logistics and poor treatment of trained TBAs and women at facilities (moderate certainty
evidence) (Glenton, Colvin 2012).

F E A S IB ILIT Y

Annex: page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012); page 33 (Glenton, Khanna 2012)

Is the option
feasible to
implement?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Significant additional work may be needed to add this intervention to an existing LHW programme. It is
likely to require changes in regulations; significant changes to drug supplies and training; and
development of appropriate treatment algorithms. Also, access to a referral system with trained and
equipped healthcare professionals and facilities. Implementation may additionally require consideration
of factors affecting referral by LHWs (see under ‘Acceptability’).
Significant training and supervision provided by skilled health cadres would likely be needed. However,
a systematic review (Glenton, Colvin 2012) suggests that ongoing support, training and supervision
were often insufficient in LHW programmes (moderate certainty evidence).
Annex: page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012)

COMMENTS AND QUERIES
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6.2. RECOMMENDATION:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS manage puerperal sepsis, using oral antibiotics, before referral?

Recommendation

Problem: Poor access to treatment for puerperal sepsis
Option: LHWs using oral antibiotics before referral
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor access to
health professionals

We recommend against the option

We suggest considering the option
only in the context of rigorous research

We recommend the option







We suggest considering this option only in the context of rigourous research. We suggest evaluating this intervention where a well-functioning LHW programme
already exists and where referral to more specialised care is available or can be put in place.
Justification

There is insufficient evidence of the effectiveness and acceptability of this intervention. However, it is probably feasible, and may reduce inequalities by extending
care to underserved populations.

Implementation
considerations

Not applicable

Monitoring and evaluation
Research priorities

Studies assessing the effects and the acceptability of using lay health workers to administer oxytocin are needed.
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6.2. EVIDENCE BASE:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS manage puerperal sepsis, using oral antibiotics, before referral?

CRITERIA

B E NE F IT S & HA RM S O F T HE O P T IO NS

Are the
anticipated
desirable
effects large?
Are the
anticipated
undesirable
effects small?
What is the
certainty of the
anticipated
effects?
Are the
desirable
effects large
relative to the
undesirable
effects?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













No

Probably
No





Very
low

Low





Problem: Poor access to treatment for puerperal sepsis
Option: LHWs using oral antibiotics before referral
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor
access to health professionals

Uncertain Probably
yes





Moderate High



Yes

Varies





No direct
evidence

Varies







COMMENTS AND QUERIES

A systematic review (Lewin 2012) assessed the effect of LHW programmes for maternal and child health.
This review did not identify any trials where LHWs managed puerperal sepsis. We are therefore unable to
draw any conclusions about the desirable or undesirable effects of this intervention.
Indirect evidence:
The same review (Lewin 2012) identified a number of trials from LMIC settings where packages of care were
delivered by LHWs. These packages included the provision of antibiotics to sick newborns and antimalarials
to children. Overall, the trials suggest that these packages of care may lead to a reduction in neonatal
(moderate certainty evidence) and child mortality (low certainty evidence).
Annex: page 10 (Lewin 2012 – Table 2)
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Yes

Varies













RE S O URCE US E

Main resource requirements

Are the
resources
required small?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Resource

Settings in which LHW programmes already exist

Training

1-2 weeks of practice-based training in diagnosing and managing
puerperal sepsis

Supervision and monitoring

Regular supervision by midwife or nurse

Supplies

Drugs, robust supply chain

Referral

Transportation to a centre where comprehensive emergency obstetric
care (CeMOC) is available
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A CCE P T A B ILIT Y

RE S O URCE
US E

CRITERIA

Is the
incremental
cost small
relative to the
benefits?

Is the option
acceptable
to most
stakeholders?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Uncertain as there is no direct evidence on effectiveness.

A systematic review of LHW programmes (Glenton, Colvin 2012) did not identify any studies that evaluated
the acceptability of antibiotics for puerperal sepsis when delivered by LHWs. We are therefore uncertain
about the acceptability of this intervention to key stakeholders.
Indirect evidence:
 A systematic review (Glenton, Khanna 2012) of drug delivery by LHWs using a CPAD device
suggests that recipients, LHWs and other health workers find the delivery of drugs and vaccines
by LHWs through this device to be acceptable, although the importance of training and supervision
is emphasised (low certainty evidence). However, some LHWs voiced concerns about possible
social or legal consequences if something went wrong. These concerns were at least partly
addressed through support and supervision (low certainty evidence).
 Activities that demand that the LHW is present at specific times, for instance during labour and
birth, lead to irregular and unpredictable working conditions. At least one study shows that this may
have direct implications for LHWs’ expectations regarding incentives (low certainty evidence).
LHWs may also be concerned about personal safety when working in the community and some
LHWs were reluctant to visit clients at night because of safety issues (moderate certainty evidence)
(Glenton, Colvin 2012).
 While LHW involvement in deliveries requires an effective referral system, a systematic review has
pointed to a number of challenges with referral of women in labour, including logistics and poor
treatment of trained TBAs and women at facilities (moderate certainty evidence) (Glenton, Colvin
2012).

F E A S IB ILIT Y

Annex: page 33 (Glenton, Khanna 2012); page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012)

Is the option
feasible to
implement?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













While this intervention is simpler to deliver than intravenous antibiotics, significant additional work may be
needed to add this intervention to an existing LHW programme. It is likely to require changes in regulations;
significant changes to drug supplies and training; and development of appropriate treatment algorithms. Also,
implementation would require access to a referral system with trained and equipped healthcare professionals
and facilities. Implementation may additionally require consideration of factors affecting referral by LHWs
(see under ‘Acceptability’).
Significant training and supervision provided by skilled health cadres would likely be needed. However, a
systematic review (Glenton, Colvin 2012) suggests that ongoing support, training and supervision was often
insufficient in LHW programmes (moderate certainty evidence).
Annex: page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012)
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6.3. RECOMMENDATION:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS manage puerperal sepsis using antibiotics, delivered through a compact,
prefilled, autodisable device (CPAD) such as Uniject, before referral?
Recommendation

Problem: Poor access to treatment for puerperal sepsis
Option: LHWs delivering antibiotics using CPAD
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor access to
health professionals

We recommend against the option

We suggest considering the option
only in the context of rigorous research

We recommend the option







We suggest considering this option only in the context of rigorous research. We suggest evaluating this intervention where a well-functioning LHW programme
already exists and where referral to more specialised care is available or can be put in place.
Justification

There is insufficient evidence of the effectiveness of this intervention, although the use of Uniject by LHWs is probably acceptable. In addition, the intervention may
be feasible and may reduce inequalities by extending care to underserved populations.

Implementation
considerations

Not applicable

Monitoring and evaluation
Research priorities

Studies are needed to assess the effects and the acceptability of using lay health workers using CPAD to deliver antibiotics for puerperal sepsis.
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6.3. EVIDENCE BASE:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS manage puerperal sepsis, using intramuscular antibiotics delivered through a
compact, prefilled, autodisable device (CPAD) such as Uniject, before referral?
CRITERIA

B E NE F IT S & HA RM S O F T HE O P T IO NS

Are the
anticipated
desirable
effects large?
Are the
anticipated
undesirable
effects small?
What is the
certainty of
the anticipated
effects?

Are the
desirable
effects large
relative to the
undesirable
effects?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













No

Probably
no





Very
low

Low





Problem: Poor access to treatment for puerperal sepsis
Option: LHWs delivering antibiotics using CPAD
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor
access to health professionals

Uncertain Probably
yes





Moderate High



Yes

Varies





No direct
evidence

Varies







No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













COMMENTS AND QUERIES

A systematic review (Glenton, Khanna 2012) assessed the effect of drug delivery by LHWs using
a CPAD device. This review did not identify any eligible studies. We are therefore unable to
draw any conclusions about the desirable or undesirable effects of this intervention.
Indirect evidence:
Another systematic review (Lewin 2012) identified a number of trials from LMIC settings where
packages of care were delivered by LHWs. In one of these trials, the packages included LHWs
injecting procaine penicillin and gentamicin to treat sick neonates, apparently using a standard
syringe. The trial did not report any adverse effects of LHWs using injectable antibiotics. Overall,
the trials suggest that these packages of care may lead to a reduction in neonatal (moderate
certainty evidence) and child mortality (low certainty evidence).
A third systematic review that assessed the effects of TBAs specifically (Sibley 2012) identified
one study from Pakistan where trained TBAs were compared to untrained TBAs. The TBAs were
trained for three days on antepartum, intrapartum, and postpartum care; clean delivery; use of the
disposable delivery kit; when to refer women for emergency obstetrical care; and care of the
newborn. They were asked to visit each woman at least three times during the pregnancy to check
for danger signs and to encourage women with such signs to seek emergency obstetrical care.
They do not appear to have delivered drugs. The trial suggests that trained TBA care had
significant effects on several maternal and neonatal outcomes. However, the certainty of this
evidence is low.
Annex: page 10 (Lewin 2012 – Table 2); page 16 (Sibley 2012)
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Main resource requirements

Are the
resources
required
small?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Resource

Settings in which LHW programmes already exist

Training

1-2 weeks of practice-based training in injection techniques and in
diagnosing and managing puerperal sepsis

Supervision and monitoring

Regular supervision by midwife or nurse

Supplies

Antibiotic CPAD, sterile solution, robust supply chain

Referral

Transportation to a centre where comprehensive emergency obstetric
care (CeMOC) is available
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RE S O URCE
US E

CRITERIA

Is the
incremental
cost small
relative to the
benefits?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Uncertain as there is no direct evidence on effectiveness.

A CCE P T A B ILIT Y

A systematic review of LHWs and CPADs (Glenton, Khanna 2012) did not identify any studies that
evaluated the acceptability of antibiotics for puerperal sepsis when delivered by LHWs using CPADs.

Is the option
acceptable
to most
stakeholders?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













However, the review did identify studies of LHWs using a CPAD device to deliver other types of drugs,
including antibiotics for neonatal sepsis, Hep B vaccines and tetanus toxoid vaccines. These studies
suggest that LHWs find the device easy to use, carry, store and dispose of and are generally confident in
their ability to use the device safely and correctly. These studies also suggest that LHWs are motivated by
positive responses from the community and increased social respect; and that recipients and other health
workers find LHW delivery acceptable, although the importance of training and support is emphasised (low
certainty evidence).
Activities that demand that the LHW is present at specific times, for instance during labour and birth, lead
to irregular and unpredictable working conditions. Another review suggests that this may have direct
implications for LHWs’ expectations regarding incentives (low certainty evidence). LHWs may also be
concerned about personal safety when working in the community and some LHWs were reluctant to visit
clients at night because of safety issues (moderate certainty evidence) (Glenton, Colvin 2012).
While LHW involvement in deliveries requires an effective referral system, the review also pointed to a
number of challenges with referral of women in labour, including logistics and poor treatment of trained
TBAs and women at facilities (moderate certainty evidence) (Glenton, Colvin 2012).

F E A S IB ILIT Y
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Is the option
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While this intervention is simpler to deliver than intravenous antibiotics, significant additional work may be
required to add the intervention to an existing LHW programme. It is likely to need changes in regulations;
significant changes to drug supplies and training; and development of appropriate treatment algorithms.
Also, implementation would require access to a referral system with trained and equipped healthcare
professionals and facilities. Implementation may additionally require consideration of factors affecting
referral by LHWs (see under ‘Acceptability’).
Significant training and supervision provided by skilled health cadres would likely be needed. However, a
systematic review (Glenton, Colvin 2012) suggests that ongoing support, training and supervision was
often insufficient in LHW programmes (moderate certainty evidence).
Annex: Page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012)
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7.1 and 7.2. RECOMMENDATION:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS (a) initiate and (b) maintain kangaroo mother care for low birth weight
infants?
Recommendation

Problem: Low utilisation of kangaroo mother care for low birth weight infants
Option: LHWs initiating and maintaining kangaroo mother care
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs

We recommend against the option

We suggest considering the option
only in the context of rigorous research

We recommend the option







We suggest considering this option only in the context of rigorous research. We suggest evaluating this intervention where a well-functioning LHW programme already exists and
where referral to more specialized care is available or can be put in place.
Justification

There is insufficient evidence on the effectiveness of using LHWs to initiate and maintain kangaroo care. However, the intervention is probably feasible and acceptable, and may
reduce inequalities by extending care to underserved populations.

Implementation
considerations

The following should be considered when using LHWs to promote, initiate and maintain kangaroo mother care:
-

-

LHWs from the same community may be particularly acceptable to recipients and selection processes should consider this
LHWs, trainers and supervisors need initial and ongoing training, not only in information content but also in counselling and communication skills. Tools and techniques that
may be helpful when communicating with community members may include the use of visual tools, the use of a variety of venues and opportunities to deliver promotional
information, and mass media campaigns that repeat the LHWs' promotional messages. Programmes should also consider whether and how to involve husbands and other
family members in promotional activities in their particular setting
Implementation needs to be in the context of a comprehensive remuneration scheme, in which salaries or incentives reflect any changes in scope of practice. Giving incentives
for certain tasks but not for others may negatively affect the work that is carried out
Responsibility for supervision needs to be clear and supervision needs to be regular and supportive
Referral systems need to function well, i.e. financial, logistical (e.g. transport) and relational barriers need to be addressed. Specifically, local health systems need to be strengthened to improve
quality of care at the first referral facility

Monitoring and evaluation
Research priorities

There is a lack of evidence regarding the effectiveness of LHWs in promoting, initiating or maintaining kangaroo care for low birth weight babies in LMIC settings
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7.1 and 7.2. EVIDENCE BASE:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS (a) initiate and (b) maintain kangaroo mother care for low birth weight
infants?
CRITERIA

B E NE F IT S & HA RM S O F T HE O P T IO NS

Are the
anticipated
desirable
effects large?
Are the
anticipated
undesirable
effects small?
What is the
certainty of
the anticipated
effects?
Are the
desirable
effects large
relative to the
undesirable
effects?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
Yes

Yes

Varies













No

Probably
no





Very
low

Low





Problem: Low utilisation of kangaroo mother care for low birth weight infants
Option: LHWs initiating and maintaining kangaroo mother care
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs

Uncertain Probably
yes





Moderate High



Yes

Varies





COMMENTS AND QUERIES

A systematic review (Lewin 2012) searched for studies that assessed the effects of lay health worker
programmes for maternal and child health. However, this review did not identify any studies that assessed
the effects of lay health workers to initiate and maintain kangaroo mother care for low birth weight babies. We
are therefore unable to draw any conclusions about the desirable or undesirable effects of this
intervention.

No direct
evidence

Varies





Indirect evidence:
The same review (Lewin 2012) identified two trials, including one trial from Bangladesh and one from India
that assessed the effectiveness of promotion of kangaroo care or skin-to-skin care after birth, although
promotion was not specifically targeted at low birth weight babies. In one of the trials, LHWs promoted the
intervention as part of a package of maternal and newborn care while, in one trial, LHWs taught kangaroo
care to expectant mothers and their families. Both trials suggest that the intervention probably leads to an
increase in the use of skin-to-skin care within 24 hours after birth, compared to usual care (moderate
certainty evidence).
Annex: page 13 (Lewin 2012- Table 4)



No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













RE S O URCE US E

Main resource requirements

Are the
resources
required
small?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Resource

Settings in which LHW programmes already exist

Training

1 week of practice-based training in the kangaroo mother care method
and in breastfeeding promotion

Supervision and monitoring

Regular supervision by an experienced promoter

Supplies

Minimal: promotional and demonstrational materials; carrying pouches for
babies

Travel

To recipients’ homes and to local health facilities

Referral

To a health facility if any health problems are detected
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A CCE P T A B ILIT Y

RE S O URCE
US E

CRITERIA

Is the
incremental
cost small
relative to the
benefits?

Is the option
acceptable
to most
stakeholders?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













The incremental costs are probably small relative to the benefits, but evidence on effectiveness is limited.

A systematic review of LHW programmes (Glenton, Colvin 2012) suggests that recipients are generally very
positive to LHW programmes, including programmes offering promotion and support (moderate certainty
evidence). Recipients expressed confidence in the knowledge and skills of the LHWs and saw them as a
useful source of information. They also appreciated the nature of the LHW-recipient relationship, emphasising
the similarities they saw between themselves and the LHWs and the importance of trust, respect, kindness
and empathy (moderate certainty evidence).
However, some recipients regarded promotional activities as not relevant to their needs (moderate certainty
evidence). LHWs who primarily offered promotional and counselling services sometimes expressed a need to
offer "real healthcare" such as curative care in order to better respond to the expressed needs of the
community (moderate certainty evidence).
Annex: page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012)

F E A S IB ILIT Y

The intervention is relatively simple, requires no supplies and is unlikely to require changes to norms or
regulations.

Is the option
feasible to
implement?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Some training and supervision is needed. However, a systematic review (Glenton, Colvin 2012) suggests that
ongoing support, training and supervision was often insufficient in LHW programmes (moderate certainty
evidence). The review suggests that the involvement of family members, including husbands, in promotional
and other activities may be important (moderate certainty evidence). However, counselling and
communication, either to mothers, their husbands and other family members about breastfeeding, family
planning and other issues was perceived by LHWs as a complex task for which they sometimes felt
unprepared and for which they requested specific training (moderate certainty evidence). In addition, trainers
were not necessarily competent to train them in these skills (low certainty evidence).
Adequate referral to a higher level of care for further management may also be necessary.
Annex: page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012)

COMMENTS AND QUERIES
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8.1. RECOMMENDATION:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS deliver injectable antibiotics for neonatal sepsis, using a standard
syringe?

Recommendation

Problem: Poor access to treatment for neonatal sepsis
Option: LHWs delivering injectable antibiotics for neonatal sepsis, using a
standard syringe
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor access to
health professionals

We recommend against the option

We suggest considering the option
only in the context of rigorous research

We recommend the option







We suggest considering this option only in the context of rigorous research. We suggest evaluating this intervention where a well-functioning LHW programme
already exists and where referral to more specialised cadre is available or can be put in place.
Justification

There is insufficient evidence on the effectiveness of this intervention. However, it is probably acceptable, may be feasible, and may reduce inequalities by extending
care to underserved populations.

Implementation
considerations

Not applicable

Monitoring and evaluation
Research priorities

Studies are needed to assess the effects and the acceptability of using lay health workers to deliver injectable antibiotics for neonatal sepsis
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8.1. EVIDENCE BASE:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS deliver injectable antibiotics for neonatal sepsis, using a standard syringe?

CRITERIA

B E NE F IT S & HA RM S O F T HE O P T IO NS

Are the
anticipated
desirable
effects large?
Are the
anticipated
undesirable
effects small?
What is the
certainty of
the anticipated
effects?

JUDGEMENT

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Probably
no





Very
low

Low





COMMENTS AND
QUERIES

EVIDENCE

No

No

Problem: Poor access to treatment for neonatal sepsis
Option: LHWs delivering injectable antibiotics for neonatal sepsis, using a
standard syringe
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor
access to health professionals

Uncertain Probably
yes





Moderate High



Yes

Varies





No direct
evidence

Varies







A systematic review (Lewin 2012) identified a number of trials from LMIC settings where packages of
care were delivered by LHWs. In one trial, the package included LHWs injecting procaine penicillin
and gentamicin to treat sick neonates, apparently using a standard syringe. The trial did not report
any adverse effects of LHWs using injectable antibiotics. Overall, the trials suggest that these
packages of care may lead to a reduction in neonatal mortality (moderate certainty evidence) and
child mortality (low certainty evidence).
Annex: page 10 (Lewin 2012 – Table 2)

Are the
desirable
effects large
relative to the
undesirable
effects?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













RE S O URCE US E

Main resource requirements

Are the
resources
required
small?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Resource

Settings in which LHW programmes already exist

Training

1-2 weeks of practice-based training in injection techniques, in diagnosing
and managing neontal sepsis

Supervision and monitoring

Regular supervision by midwife or nurse

Supplies

Antibiotics, syringes, sterile solution, robust supply chain

Referral

Transportation, adequate referral centre offering neonatal care
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A CCE P T A B ILIT Y

RE S O URCE
US E

CRITERIA

Is the
incremental
cost small
relative to the
benefits?

Is the option
acceptable
to most
stakeholders?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Uncertain as there is no direct evidence on effectiveness.

A systematic review of LHW programmes (Glenton, Colvin 2012) did not identify any studies that evaluated the
acceptability of antibiotics for neonatal sepsis when delivered by LHWs through a standard syringe. We are
therefore uncertain about the acceptability of this intervention to key stakeholders.
Indirect evidence:
 A systematic review (Glenton, Khanna 2012) did identify one study in Nepal where the acceptability of
the same intervention when delivered by LHWs using a CPAD device was explored. This study
suggests that recipients, LHWs and other health workers find the delivery of antibiotics by LHWs
through this device to be acceptable, although the importance of training and supervision is emphasised
(low certainty evidence). However, some LHWs voiced concerns about possible social consequences if
something went wrong. These concerns were at least partly addressed through support and supervision
(low certainty evidence).
 Activities that demand that the LHW is present at specific times, for instance during labour and birth,
lead to irregular and unpredictable working conditions. Another review suggests that this may have
direct implications for LHWs’ expectations regarding incentives (low certainty evidence). LHWs may also
be concerned about personal safety when working in the community and some LHWs were reluctant to
visit clients at night because of safety issues (moderate certainty evidence) (Glenton, Colvin 2012).

LHW involvement in deliveries requires an effective referral system. The same review pointed to a
number of challenges with referral of women in labour, including logistics and poor treatment of trained
TBAs and women at facilities (moderate certainty evidence) (Glenton, Colvin 2012).

F E A S IB ILIT Y

Annex: page 33 (Glenton, Khanna 2012); page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012)

Is the option
feasible to
implement?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Significant additional work may be required to add the intervention to an existing LHW programme. It is likely to
require changes in regulations; significant changes to drug supplies and training; and validation of appropriate
treatment algorithms. Also, implementation would require access to a referral system with trained and equipped
healthcare professionals and facilities. Implementation may additionally require consideration of factors affecting
referral by LHWs (see under ‘Acceptability’).
Significant training and supervision provided by skilled health cadres would likely be needed. However, a
systematic review (Glenton, Colvin 2012) suggests that ongoing support, training and supervision was often
insufficient in LHW programmes (moderate certainty evidence).
Annex: page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012)

COMMENTS AND QUERIES
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8.2. RECOMMENDATION:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS deliver antibiotics for neonatal sepsis using a compact, prefilled,
autodisable device (CPAD) such as Uniject?
Recommendation

Problem: Poor access to treatment for neonatal sepsis
Option: LHWs delivering antibiotics for neonatal sepsis using CPAD
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor access to
health professionals

We recommend against the option

We suggest considering the option
only in the context of rigorous research

We recommend the option







We suggest considering this option only in the context of rigorous research. We suggest evaluating this intervention where a well-functioning LHW programme
already exists and where referral to more specialised cadre is in place or can be put in place.
Justification

There is insufficient evidence on the effectiveness of this intervention. However, it is probably acceptable, may be feasible and may reduce inequalities by extending
care to underserved populations.

Implementation
considerations

Not applicable

Monitoring and evaluation
Research priorities

Studies are needed to assess the effects and the acceptability of using lay health workers using CPAD to deliver antibiotics for neonatal sepsis.
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8.2. EVIDENCE BASE:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS deliver antibiotics for neonatal sepsis using a compact, prefilled,
autodisable device (CPAD) such as Uniject?
CRITERIA

B E NE F IT S & HA RM S O F T HE O P T IO NS

Are the
anticipated
desirable
effects large?
Are the
anticipated
undesirable
effects small?
What is the
certainty of
the anticipated
effects?
Are the
desirable
effects large
relative to the
undesirable
effects?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













No

Probably
no





Very
low

Low





Problem: Poor access to treatment for neonatal sepsis
Option: LHWs delivering antibiotics for neonatal sepsis using CPAD
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor
access to health professionals

Uncertain Probably
yes





Moderate High



Yes

Varies





No direct
evidence

Varies







No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













COMMENTS AND QUERIES

A systematic review (Glenton, Khanna 2012) assessed the effect of drug delivery by
LHWs using a CPAD device. This review did not identify any eligible studies. We are
therefore unable to draw any conclusions about the desirable or undesirable
effects of this intervention.
Indirect evidence:
Another systematic review (Lewin 2012) identified a number of trials from LMIC settings
where packages of care were delivered by LHWs. In one of these trials, the packages
included LHWs injecting procaine penicillin and gentamicin to treat sick neonates,
apparently using a standard syringe. The trial did not report any adverse effects of LHWs
using injectable antibiotics. Overall, the trials suggest that these packages of care may
lead to a reduction in neonatal (moderate certainty evidence) and child mortality (low
certainty evidence).
Annex: page 10 (Lewin 2012 – Table 2)

RE S O URCE US E

Main resource requirements

Are the
resources
required
small?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Resource

Settings in which LHW programmes already exist

Training

1-2 weeks of practice-based training in injection techniques and in
diagnosing and managing neontal sepsis

Supervision and monitoring

Regular supervision by midwife or nurse

Supplies

Antibiotic CPAD, sterile solution, robust supply chain

Referral

Transportation, adequate referral centre offering neonatal care
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F E A S IB ILIT Y

A CCE P T A B ILIT Y

RE S O URCE
US E

CRITERIA

Is the
incremental
cost small
relative to the
benefits?

Is the option
acceptable
to most
stakeholders?

Is the option
feasible to
implement?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Uncertain as there is no direct evidence on effectiveness.

In a systematic review (Glenton, Khanna 2012), one study in Nepal explored the use of LHWs who used
CPAD to deliver antibiotics for neonatal sepsis. This study suggests that LHWs find the device easy to
use, carry, store and dispose of and are generally confident in their ability to use the device safely and
correctly, although the importance of training and supervision is emphasised. This study also suggests
that LHWs are motivated by positive responses from the community and increased social respect; and that
recipients and other health workers find LHW delivery acceptable. In the same systematic review, similar
findings were also seen in studies of LHWs using CPAD to deliver other drugs and vaccines, including
Hep B vaccines and tetanus toxoid vaccines (low certainty evidence).
Some LHWs voiced concerns about possible social consequences if something went wrong. These
concerns were at least partly addressed through support and supervision. Similar findings were also seen
in other studies in the same systematic review (low certainty evidence).
Activities that demand that the LHW is present at specific times, for instance during labour and birth, lead
to irregular and unpredictable working conditions. Another review suggests that this may have direct
implications for LHWs’ expectations regarding incentives (low certainty evidence). LHWs may also be
concerned about personal safety when working in the community and some LHWs were reluctant to visit
clients at night because of safety issues (moderate certainty evidence) (Glenton, Colvin 2012).
While LHW involvement in deliveries requires an effective referral system, the review also pointed to a
number of challenges with referral of women in labour, including logistics and poor treatment of trained
TBAs and women at facilities (moderate certainty evidence) (Glenton, Colvin 2012).
Annex: page 33 (Glenton, Khanna 2012); page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012)
While this intervention is simpler to deliver than injectable antibiotics, significant additional work may be
required to add the intervention to an existing LHW programme. It is likely to need changes in regulations;
significant changes to drug supplies and training; and development of appropriate treatment algorithms.
Also, implementation would require access to a referral system with trained and equipped healthcare
professionals and facilities. Implementation may additionally require consideration of factors affecting
referral by LHWs (see under ‘Acceptability’).
Significant training and supervision provided by skilled health cadres would likely be needed. However, a
systematic review (Glenton, Colvin 2012) suggests that ongoing support, training and supervision was
often insufficient in LHW programmes (moderate certainty evidence).
Annex: page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012)

COMMENTS AND QUERIES
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9.1. RECOMMENDATION:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS deliver neonatal resuscitation?

Recommendation

Problem: Poor access to neonatal care
Option: LHWs delivering neonatal resuscitation
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor access to
health professionals

We recommend against the option

We suggest considering the option
only in the context of rigorous research

We recommend the option







We suggest considering this option only in the context of rigorous research. We suggest evaluating this intervention where a well-functioning LHW programme
already exists and where referral to a more specialised cadre is available or can be put in place.
Justification

There is insufficient evidence on the effectiveness of this intervention, and its acceptability is uncertain. However, it may be feasible and may reduce inequalities by
extending care to underserved populations.

Implementation
considerations

Not applicable

Monitoring and evaluation
Research priorities

Studies are needed to assess the effects and the acceptability of using lay health workers to deliver neonatal resuscitation. An additional important issue is how to
maintain competence in a context of low volume of deliveries.
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9.1. EVIDENCE BASE:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS deliver neonatal resuscitation?

CRITERIA

B E NE F IT S & HA RM S O F T HE O P T IO NS

Are the
anticipated
desirable
effects large?
Are the
anticipated
undesirable
effects small?
What is the
certainty of
the anticipated
effects?
Are the
desirable
effects large
relative to the
undesirable
effects?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
No

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













No

Probably
No





Very
low

Low





Problem: Poor access to neonatal care
Option: LHWs delivering neonatal resuscitation
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor
access to health professionals

Uncertain Probably
yes





Moderate High



Yes

Varies





No direct
evidence

Varies







No

Probably
No

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













COMMENTS AND QUERIES

A systematic review (Lewin 2012) searched for studies that assessed the effects of lay
health worker programmes for maternal and child health. No trials in the review assessed
the provision by LHWs of neonatal resuscitation. We are therefore unable to draw any
conclusions about the desirable or undesirable effects of this intervention.

RE S O URCE US E

Main resource requirements
Are the
resources
required
small?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Resource

Settings in which LHW programmes already exist

Training

2 weeks of practice-based training in neonatal resuscitation

Supervision and monitoring

Regular supervision by midwife or nurse

Supplies

Resuscitation bag and mask

Referral

Transportation, adequate referral centre offering neonatal care
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RE S O URCE
US E

CRITERIA

Is the
incremental
cost small
relative to the
benefits?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Uncertain as there is no direct evidence on effectiveness.

A CCE P T A B ILIT Y

A systematic review of LHW programmes (Glenton, Colvin 2012) did not identify any studies that
evaluated the acceptability of neonatal resuscitation when delivered by LHWs. We are therefore
uncertain about the acceptability of this intervention to key stakeholders.

Is the option
acceptable
to most
stakeholders?

Indirect evidence: In another review (Glenton, Khanna 2012), LHWs delivering other healthcare
interventions, including vaccines and antibiotics, appear to be motivated by positive responses
from the community and increased social respect (low certainty evidence). However, some LHWs
voiced concerns about possible social or legal consequences if something went wrong. These
concerns were at least partly addressed through support and supervision (low certainty evidence).
No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Activities that demand that the LHW is present at specific times, for instance during labour and
birth, lead to irregular and unpredictable working conditions. This may have direct implications for
LHWs’ expectations regarding incentives (low certainty evidence). LHWs may also be concerned
about personal safety when working in the community and some LHWs were reluctant to visit
clients at night because of safety issues (moderate certainty evidence) (Glenton, Colvin 2012).
While LHW involvement in deliveries requires an effective referral system, the review also pointed
to a number of challenges with referral of women in labour, including logistics and poor treatment
of trained TBAs and women at facilities (moderate certainty evidence) (Glenton, Colvin 2012).

F E A S IB ILIT Y

Annex: page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012); page 33 (Glenton, Khanna 2012).

Is the option
feasible to
implement?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Significant additional work may be required to add the intervention to an existing LHW programme.
It is likely to need changes in regulations; significant changes to supplies and training; and
development of appropriate treatment algorithms. Also, implementation would require access to a
referral system with trained and equipped healthcare professionals and facilities. Implementation
may additionally require consideration of factors affecting referral by LHWs (see under
‘Acceptability’).
Significant training and supervision provided by skilled health cadres would likely be needed.
However, a systematic review (Glenton, Colvin 2012) suggests that ongoing support, training and
supervision was often insufficient in LHW programmes (moderate certainty evidence).
Annex: page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012)

COMMENTS AND QUERIES
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12.1. RECOMMENDATION:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS initiate and maintain injectable contraceptives using a compact,
prefilled, autodisable device (CPAD) such as Uniject?

Recommendation

Problem: Poor access to contraception
Option: LHWs initiating and maintaining injectable contraceptives using a
CPAD
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor access to
health professionals

We recommend against the option

No recommendation made

We recommend the option







No recommendation made for this option
Justification

We need research about the effectiveness of delivering injectable contraceptives using a compact, prefilled, autodisable device (CPAD) such as Uniject before
considering the cadres that can undertake delivery. The panel therefore did not make a recommendation. It was also noted that studies on this question are
underway.

Implementation
considerations

Not applicable

Monitoring and evaluation
Research priorities
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12.1. EVIDENCE BASE:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS initiate and maintain injectable contraceptives using a compact, prefilled,
autodisable device (CPAD) such as Uniject?

CRITERIA

B E NE F IT S & HA RM S O F T HE O P T IO NS

Are the anticipated desirable
effects large?

Are the anticipated
undesirable effects small?

JUDGEMENT

Problem: Poor access to contraception
Option: LHWs initiating and maintaining injectable contraceptives using a
CPAD
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor
access to health professionals

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













What is the certainty of the
anticipated effects?

Very
low

Low

Moderate High





Are the desirable effects
large relative to the
undesirable effects?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies















No direct
evidence

Varies







COMMENTS AND QUERIES

A systematic review (Glenton, Khanna 2012) assessed the effect of drug delivery by LHWs using a
CPAD device. This review did not identify any eligible studies. We are therefore unable to draw any
conclusions about the desirable or undesirable effects of this intervention.
Indirect evidence:
A systematic review (Oladapo 2012) assessed the effects of LHWs delivering injectable
contraceptives to women of reproductive age. This review identified one study from Uganda in which
women received DMPA from LHWs using 'autodisable' syringes (not CPAD devices). It is uncertain
whether LHWs delivering injectable contraceptives improves contraceptive uptake and maintains
safety and patient satisfaction because the quality of the evidence from this study is very low. Another
systematic review (Lewin 2012) identified a trial in which LHWs injected procaine penicillin and
gentamicin to treat sick neonates, apparently using a standard syringe. The trial did not report any
adverse effects of LHWs using injectable antibiotics.
Annex: page 15 (Oladapo 2012) ; page 10 (Lewin 2012 – Table 2)

Main resource requirements
RE S O URCE US E

Resource
Are the resources required
small?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Training

Supervision and
monitoring

RE S O
URCE
US E

Supplies
Is the incremental cost small
relative to the benefits?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













While the costs of CPAD
devices are currently
Settings in which LHW programmes already exist
higher than standard
syringe (about double the
1-2 weeks of practice-based training in injection techniques and in contraceptive
methods and promotion, depending on the prior training of the LHW and the price), these costs may
decrease as production
range of contraceptive methods that they need to deliver
volumes increase.
Regular supervision by midwife or nurse
Contraceptive CPAD, sterile solution, robust supply chain, sharps disposal

Uncertain as there is very little direct evidence on effectiveness.
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CRITERIA

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

A CCE P T A B ILIT Y

A systematic review (Glenton, Khanna et al 2012) did not identify any studies that evaluated the acceptability of
LHWs using CPAD to deliver contraceptives. We are therefore uncertain about the acceptability of this
intervention to key stakeholders.
Indirect evidence: The same review (Glenton, Khanna 2012) did identify studies of LHWs delivering other types of
drugs using CPAD, including antibiotics for neonatal sepsis, Hep B vaccines and tetanus toxoid vaccines. These
studies suggest that LHWs find the device easy to use, carry, store and dispose of and are generally confident in
their ability to use the device safely and correctly (low certainty evidence). These studies also suggest that LHWs
are motivated by positive responses from the community and increased social respect; and that recipients and other
health workers find LHW delivery acceptable, although the importance of training and support is emphasised (low
certainty evidence). Some LHWs voiced concerns about possible social or legal consequences if something went
wrong. These concerns were at least partly addressed through support and supervision (low certainty evidence).
Is the option
acceptable
to most
stakeholders?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













A review of country case studies of task shifting for family planning (Polus 2012b) mainly included LHW
programmes but did not identify any studies using Uniject. The review suggests that recipients appreciate the easy
access that community-based or home-based provision of contraceptives provides and appreciate the use of female
health workers in the delivery of contraceptives. However, the review also suggests that some health workers may
introduce their own criteria when determining who should receive contraceptives, including criteria tied to the
recipient’s marital status and age. Other factors that may affect the uptake of the intervention are primarily tied to
the contraceptives themselves rather than the use of specific types of health workers, including a lack of knowledge
about different methods of contraception; religious and other beliefs regarding family planning; a fear of side effects,
service fees; and a lack of support from husbands.
Sexual and reproductive health may be a sensitive topic and it is possible that confidentiality may be a concern
among recipients, particularly where LHWs are based in the same local communities. In a systematic review of
LHW programmes, some recipients of promotional interventions were concerned that LHWs might share personal
or sensitive information (low certainty evidence) (Glenton, Colvin et al 2012).
Annex: page 33 (Glenton, Khanna 2012); page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012) ; page 63 (Polus 2012b)

F E A S IB ILIT Y

Significant additional work may be needed to add this intervention to an existing LHW programme. It is likely to
require changes in regulations; and significant changes to drug supplies and training. Implementation may
additionally require consideration of factors affecting referral by LHWs and trained TBAs (see under ‘Acceptability’).
Is the option
feasible to
implement?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Training and supervision provided by skilled health cadres is needed. However, a review of country case studies of
task shifting for family planning (Polus 2012b) and a systematic review of LHW programmes (Glenton, Colvin 2012,
moderate certainty evidence) suggest that ongoing support, training and supervision was often insufficient in LHW
programmes. The second review also suggests that counselling and communication about family planning was a
complex task for which LHWs requested specific training (moderate certainty evidence).
Annex: page 33 (Glenton, Khanna 2012); page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012) ; page 63 (Polus 2012b)

COMMENTS AND
QUERIES

WHO Recommendations for Optimizing Health Worker Roles to Improve Access to Key Maternal and Newborn Health Interventions through Task Shifting

12.2. RECOMMENDATION:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS initiate and maintain injectable contraceptives using a standard syringe?

Recommendation

Problem: Poor access to contraception
Option: LHWs initiating and maintaining injectable contraceptives using a
standard syringe
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor access to
health professionals

We recommend against the option

We suggest considering the option with
targeted monitoring and evaluation

We recommend the option







We suggest considering the option with targeted monitoring and evaluation. We suggest implementing this intervention where a well-functioning LHW programme already exists.

Justification

There is insufficient evidence that met the criteria for this guideline on the effectiveness of this intervention. However, based on programme experience, the panel concluded that the intervention has the
potential to improve equity by increasing access to family planning, and does not appear to have safety issues. In many settings, LHWs already deliver some contraceptive counselling and use injections
for other conditions.

Implementation
considerations

The following should be considered when using LHWs to deliver injectable contraceptives using a standard syringe:
LHWs from the same community may be particularly acceptable to recipients. However, they may also be particularly vulnerable to social blame where incidental death or disease or problems in
treatment occur. Systems therefore need to be in place to support these cadres, for instance through visible support from the health system, regular supervision, and counselling
LHWs and relevant professional bodies should be involved in the planning and implementation of the intervention to ensure acceptability among affected health workers
Implementation needs to be in the context of a comprehensive remuneration scheme, in which salaries or incentives reflect any changes in scope of practice. Giving incentives for certain tasks but
not for others may negatively affect the work that is carried out
Referral systems need to function well, i.e. financial, logistical (e.g. transport) and relational barriers need to be addressed. Specifically, local health systems need to be strengthened to improve
quality of care at the first referral facility
Changes in regulations may be necessary to support any changes in LHWs’ scope of practice
Supplies of drugs and other commodities need to be secure
Responsibility for supervision needs to be clear and supervision needs to be regular and supportive
Certain topics, including sexual and reproductive health, may be sensitive and it is possible that confidentiality may be a concern, particularly where providers are from the same local communities
as recipients. Selection and training needs to take this into consideration. LHWs need to be trained in confidentiality issues and recipients need to be made aware that their interactions with health
workers regarding contraception are confidential.
Because of the sensitivity of sexual and contraceptive issues, planners should consider whether health workers promoting or delivering reproductive health services to women should also be
women. It may also be an advantage to ensure that relevant training of female health workers is carried out by females
- LHWs and their supervisors need to receive appropriate initial and ongoing training, including in communicating with recipients and in side effects of different contraceptive methods. Training needs
to reinforce that LHWs should avoid introducing their own criteria for determining who should receive contraception

Monitoring and evaluation

Monitoring of the quality of counselling on contraceptive choice; of the appropriate of assessments of medical eligibility for this method; and of side-effects

Research priorities
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12.2. EVIDENCE BASE:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS initiate and maintain injectable contraceptives using a standard syringe?

CRITERIA

Are the
anticipated
desirable
effects large?

B E NE F IT S & HA RM S O F T HE O P T IO NS

Are the
anticipated
undesirable
effects small?
What is the
certainty of
the anticipated
effects?
Are the
desirable
effects large
relative to the
undesirable
effects?

JUDGEMENT

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Probably
no





Very
low

Low





COMMENTS AND
QUERIES

EVIDENCE

No

No

Problem: Poor access to contraception
Option: LHWs initiating and maintaining injectable contraceptives using a
standard syringe
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor
access to health professionals

Uncertain Probably
yes





Moderate High



Yes

Varies





No direct
evidence

Varies







No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













A systematic review (Lewin 2012) searched for studies that assessed the effects of LHW programmes for
maternal and child health. However, this review did not identify any studies that assessed the effects of using
LHWs to deliver injectable contraceptives. Another systematic review (Oladapo 2012) assessed the effects of
LHWs delivering injectable contraceptives to women of reproductive age. This review identified one study from
Uganda in which women received DMPA from LHWs using 'autodisable' syringes (not CPAD devices). It is
uncertain whether LHWs delivering injectable contraceptives improves contraceptive uptake and maintains safety
and patient satisfaction because the quality of the evidence from this study is very low. We are therefore unable
to draw any conclusions about the desirable or undesirable effects of this intervention.
Indirect evidence: One of these reviews (Lewin 2012) identified a trial in which LHWs injected procaine penicillin
and gentamicin to treat sick neonates, apparently using a standard syringe. The trial did not report any adverse
effects of LHWs using injectable antibiotics.
Annex: page 15 (Oladapo 2012); page 10 (Lewin 2012 – Table 2)

RE S O URCE US E

Main resource requirements

Are the
resources
required
small?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Resource

Settings in which LHW programmes already exist

Training

1-2 weeks of practice-based training in injection techniques and in
contraceptive methods and promotion

Supervision and
monitoring

Regular supervision by midwife or nurse

Supplies

Injectable contraceptive, syringes, sterile solution, robust supply
chain
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A CCE P T A B ILIT Y

RE S O URCE
US E

CRITERIA

Is the
incremental
cost small
relative to the
benefits?

Is the option
acceptable
to most
stakeholders?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Uncertain as there is very little direct evidence on effectiveness.

A review of country case studies of task shifting for family planning (Polus 2012b) mainly identified LHW
programmes, some of which included the delivery of injectable contraceptives. The review suggests that recipients
appreciate the easy access that community-based or home-based provision of contraceptives provides and
appreciate the use of female health workers in the delivery of contraceptives. However, the review also suggests
that some health workers may introduce their own criteria when determining who should receive contraceptives,
including criteria tied to the recipient’s marital status and age. Other factors that may affect the uptake of the
intervention are primarily tied to the contraceptives themselves rather than the use of specific types of health
workers, including a lack of knowledge about different methods of contraception; religious and other beliefs
regarding family planning; a fear of side effects, service fees; and a lack of support from husbands.
No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Indirect evidence: A systematic review (Glenton, Khanna 2012) of drug delivery by LHWs using a CPAD device
suggest that recipients, LHWs and other health workers find the delivery of drugs and vaccines by LHWs through
this device to be acceptable, although the importance of training and supervision is emphasised (low certainty
evidence). Some LHWs voiced concerns about possible social or legal consequences if something went wrong.
These concerns were at least partly addressed through support and supervision (low certainty evidence).
Sexual and reproductive health may be a sensitive topic and it is possible that confidentiality may be a concern
among recipients, particularly where LHWs are based in the same local communities. In a systematic review of
LHW programmes (Glenton, Colvin 2012), some recipients of promotional interventions were concerned that LHWs
might share personal or sensitive information (low certainty evidence).
Annex: page 63 (Polus 2012b) ; page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012); page 33 (Glenton, Khanna 2012)

F E A S IB ILIT Y

Significant additional work may be needed to add this intervention to an existing LHW programme. It is likely to
require changes in regulations; and significant changes to drug supplies and training. Implementation may
additionally require consideration of factors affecting referral by LHWs (see under ‘Acceptability’).
Is the option
feasible to
implement?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Training and supervision provided by skilled health cadres is needed. However, a review of country case studies of
task shifting for family planning (Polus 2012b) and a systematic review of LHW programmes (Glenton, Colvin 2012,
moderate certainty evidence) suggest that ongoing support, training and supervision was often insufficient in LHW
programmes . This second review also suggests that counselling and communication about family planning was a
complex task for which LHWs requested specific training (moderate certainty evidence).
Annex: page 63 (Polus 2012b); page 33 (Glenton, Khanna 2012); page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012)

COMMENTS AND
QUERIES
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12.3. RECOMMENDATION:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS insert and remove intrauterine devices (IUDs)?

Recommendation

Problem: Poor access to contraception
Option: LHWs inserting and removing IUDs
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor access to
health professionals

We recommend against the option

We suggest considering the option
In the context of rigorous research

We recommend the option







We recommend against the use of LHWs to insert and remove uterine devices (IUDs).
Justification

There is insufficient evidence on the effectiveness of this intervention. In addition, it is uncertain whether the intervention is cost-effective, feasible or acceptable; the
intervention may be beyond the typical skills of this cadre; and there is potential for harm.

Implementation
considerations

Not applicable

Monitoring and evaluation
Research priorities
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12.3. EVIDENCE BASE:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS insert and remove intrauterine devices (IUDs)?

CRITERIA

B E NE F IT S & HA RM S O F T HE O P T IO NS

Are the
anticipated
desirable
effects large?
Are the
anticipated
undesirable
effects small?
What is the
certainty of
the anticipated
effects?
Are the
desirable
effects large
relative to the
undesirable
effects?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













No

Probably
no





Very
low

Low





Problem: Poor access to contraception
Option: LHWs inserting and removing IUDs
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor access to
health professionals

Uncertain Probably
yes





Moderate High



Yes

Varies





No direct
evidence

Varies







No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













COMMENTS AND QUERIES

A systematic review (Lewin 2012) searched for studies that assessed the effects of LHW programmes for
maternal and child health. Another systematic review (Polus 2012a) searched for studies that assessed
the effects and safety of task shifting for family planning delivery in low and middle income countries.
Neither of these reviews identified any studies that assessed the effects of using LHWs to insert and
remove IUDs. We are therefore unable to draw any conclusions about the desirable or
undesirable effects of this intervention.

RE S O URCE US E

Main resource requirements

Are the
resources
required
small?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Resource

Settings in which LHWs already provide other care

Training

2-4 weeks of practice-based training for LHWs to insert and remove an
IUD

Supervision and monitoring

Regular supervision by senior midwife or nurse

Supplies

Insertion of IUDs would generally need to take place in a facility with
appropriate conditions and equipment, including IUDs, antiseptic solution
and insertion equipment.

Referral

This may be needed for a small number of women
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RE S O URCE
US E

CRITERIA

Is the
incremental
cost small
relative to the
benefits?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Uncertain as there is insufficient evidence of effect

A CCE P T A B ILIT Y

A review of country case studies of task shifting for family planning (Polus 2012b) did not identify any
programmes where LHWs inserted IUDs. We are therefore uncertain about the acceptability of this
intervention to key stakeholders.

Is the option
acceptable
to most
stakeholders?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Indirect evidence: The same review (Polus 2012b) did identify programmes where LHWs delivered
other types of contraceptives. This review suggests that recipients appreciate the easy access that
community-based provision of contraceptives provides and appreciate the use of female health workers
in the delivery of contraceptives. However, the review also suggests that some health workers may
introduce their own criteria when determining who should receive contraceptives, including criteria tied to
the recipient’s marital status and age. Other factors that may affect the uptake of the intervention are
primarily tied to the contraceptives themselves rather than the use of specific types of health workers,
including a lack of knowledge about different methods of contraception; religious and other beliefs
regarding family planning; a fear of side effects, service fees; and a lack of support from husbands.
Sexual and reproductive health may be a sensitive topic and it is possible that confidentiality may be a
concern among recipients, particularly where LHWs are based in the same local communities. In a
systematic review of LHW programmes ( Glenton, Colvin 2012), some recipients of promotional
interventions were concerned that LHWs might share personal or sensitive information (low certainty
evidence) (Glenton, Colvin et al 2012)
Annex: page 63 (Polus 2012b); page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012)

F E A S IB ILIT Y

The intervention requires very few supplies (IUDs, antiseptic solution, insertion equipment). However, it
would be difficult to deliver this interventions in peoples homes. In addition, changes to drug supplies
may be needed and the intervention is also likely to require changes to norms or regulations
Is the option
feasible to
implement?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Training, including in communication about family planning, and supervision is necessary. However, a
review of country case studies of task shifting for family planning (Polus 2012b) suggests that auxiliary
nurses felt that training in IUD insertion was insufficient. The auxiliary nurses also lacked confidence in
their skills, partly because they had insufficient opportunities to practice these skills in settings were
demand was low. In addition, a systematic review of lay health worker programmes suggest that
sufficient training and supervision is often lacking (moderate certainty evidence) (Glenton, Colvin 2012).
Adequate referral to a higher level of care for further management may be neccesary for removal.
Annex: page 63 (Polus 2012b); page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012)

COMMENTS AND QUERIES
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12.4. RECOMMENDATION:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS insert and remove contraceptive implants?

Recommendation

Problem: Poor access to contraception
Option: LHWs inserting and removing contraceptive implants
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor access to
health professionals

We recommend against the option

We suggest considering the option
only in the context of rigorous research

We recommend the option







We suggest considering this option only in the context of rigorous research. We suggest evaluating the intervention only with LHWs who (a) have appropriate levels of training; and (b)
deliver care within a facility or other setting with sterile conditions.
Note: Seven members of the panel dissented and indicated that they would prefer to recommend against the option. They noted that the cadre of LHWs, as defined for this guideline,
includes a wide range of skills and training and it is not clear that those with lower levels of training have the necessary skills to deliver this intervention. The risk associated with
delivering the intervention may therefore be higher.
Justification

There is insufficient evidence on the effectiveness of this intervention, which could be considered to be a minor surgical procedure. In addition, it is uncertain whether the intervention is
cost-effective, feasible or acceptable.

Implementation
considerations

- Not applicable

Monitoring and evaluation
Research priorities

Studies are needed to assess the effects and acceptability of LHWs delivering contraceptive implants.
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12.4. EVIDENCE BASE:
Should LAY HEALTH WORKERS insert and remove contraceptive implants?

CRITERIA

B E NE F IT S & HA RM S O F T HE O P T IO NS

Are the anticipated
desirable effects
large?
Are the anticipated
undesirable effects
small?

What is the
certainty of the
anticipated effects?
Are the desirable
effects large
relative to the
undesirable
effects?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













No

Probably
no





Very
low

Low





Problem: Poor access to contraception
Option: LHWs inserting and removing contraceptive implants
Comparison: Care delivered by other cadres or no care
Setting: Community/primary health care settings in LMICs with poor access to
health professionals

Uncertain Probably
yes



Varies







Moderate High



Yes

No direct
evidence

Varies







COMMENTS AND QUERIES

A systematic review (Lewin 2012) searched for studies that assessed the effects of LHW
programmes for maternal and child health. Another systematic review (Polus 2012a) searched for
studies that assessed the effects and safety of task shifting for family planning delivery in low and
middle income countries. Neither of these reviews identified any studies that assessed the effects of
using LHWs to insert and remove contraceptive implants. We are therefore unable to draw any
conclusions about the desirable or undesirable effects of this intervention.
Indirect evidence: The same review (Lewin 2012) identified a trial in which LHWs injected procaine
penicillin and gentamicin to treat sick neonates, apparently using a standard syringe. The trial did
not report any adverse effects of LHWs using injectable antibiotics.
Annex: page 10 (Lewin 2012 – Table 2)

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Are the resources
required small?

RE S O
URCE
US E

RE S O URCE US E

Main resource requirements

Is the incremental
cost small relative
to the benefits?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Resource

Settings in which LHWs already provide other care

Training

2-4 weeks of practice-based training for LHWs to insert and
remove a contraceptive implant

Supervision and
monitoring

Regular supervision by senior midwife or nurse

Supplies

Contraceptive implant, insertion equipment, local anaesthetic

Referral

Patients may need to go to a referral centre for removal difficulties

Uncertain as there is insufficient evidence of effect
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A CCE P T A B ILIT Y

CRITERIA

Is the option
acceptable
to most
stakeholders?

JUDGEMENT

EVIDENCE

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













A review of country case studies of task shifting for family planning (Polus 2012b) mainly identified
LHW programmes, some of which included the delivery of contraceptive implants. This review
suggests that recipients appreciate the easy access that community-based or home-based provision
of contraceptives provides and appreciate the use of female health workers in the delivery of
contraceptives. However, the review also suggests that some health workers may introduce their own
criteria when determining who should receive contraceptives, including criteria tied to the recipient’s
marital status and age. Other factors that may affect the uptake of the intervention are primarily tied
to the contraceptives themselves rather than the use of specific types of health workers, including a
lack of knowledge about different methods of contraception; religious and other beliefs regarding
family planning; a fear of side effects, service fees; and a lack of support from husbands.
Indirect evidence: Sexual and reproductive health may be a sensitive topic and it is possible that
confidentiality may be a concern among recipients, particularly where LHWs are based in the same
local communities. In a systematic review of LHW programmes (Glenton, Colvin 2012), some
recipients of promotional interventions were concerned that LHWs might share personal or sensitive
information (low certainty evidence) (Glenton, Colvin et al 2012)
Annex: page 63 (Polus 2012b); page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012)

F E A S IB ILIT Y

The intervention requires very few supplies ( contraceptive implants, insertion equipment, local
anaesthetic). However, changes to drug supplies may be needed and the intervention is also likely
to require changes to norms or regulations

Is the option
feasible to
implement?

No

Probably
no

Uncertain

Probably
yes

Yes

Varies













Training and supervision provided by skilled health cadres is needed. However, a review of country
case studies of task shifting for family planning (Polus 2012b) and a systematic review of LHW
programmes (Glenton, Colvin 2012, moderate certainty evidence) suggest that ongoing support,
training and supervision was often insufficient in LHW programmes . This review also suggests that
counselling and communication about family planning was a complex task for which LHWs requested
specific training (moderate certainty evidence).
Adequate referral to a higher level of care for further management may be neccesary if removal leads
to complications.
Annex: page 63 (Polus 2012b); page 26 (Glenton, Colvin 2012)
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